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Else from the quotient algebra partition considered in the preceding episodes [1–3], two
kinds of partitions on unitary Lie algebras are created by nonabelian bi-subalgebras. It is
of interest that there exists a partition duality between the two kinds of partitions. With
an application of an appropriate coset rule, the two partitions return to a quotient algebra
partition when the generating bi-subalgebra is abelian. Procedures are proposed to merge
or detach a co-quotient algebra, which help deliver type-AIII Cartan decompositions of
more varieties. In addition, every Cartan decomposition is obtainable from the quotient
algebra partition of the highest rank. Of significance is the universality of the quotient
algebra partition to classical and exceptional Lie algebras.
1 Introduction
The main purpose of this episode is to give an examination in depth for admissible partitions
generated by nonabelian subalgebras. As pointed out earlier [2], a nonabelian subalgebra
is eligible as well to create a bi-subalgebra and a commutator partitions over a unitary Lie
algebra. An elegant relation of duality between these two kinds of partitions is revealed and
expounded in detail. Importantly, the partitions of these two kinds dual to each other merge
into one quotient algebra partition when the associated bi-subalgebra recovers to be abelian.
It is asserted that all Cartan decompositions of three types are acquirable recursively within
the quotient algebra partition of the highest rank. Moreover, the structure of quotient algebra
partition is universal to classical and exceptional Lie algebras.
2 Bi-Subalgebras of su(2p)
Writing its generators in the s-representation unveils a simple group structure embedded in
the Lie algebra su(2p), cf. Appendix B in [1].
Lemma 1 The set of spinor generators of su(2p) forms an abelian group isomorphic to Z2p2
under the bi-addition ⋄: ∀ Sζα,S
η
β ∈ su(2
p), Sζα ⋄ S
η
β ≡ S
ζ+η
α+β ∈ su(2
p).
Proof. This lemma is easily asserted by one-to-one mapping each spinor generator Sζα to the
concatenated string ζ ◦ α ∈ Z2p2 , and vice versa. ✷
With this structure, the concept of a bi-subalgebra introduced in [2] is naturally generalised
from a Cartan subalgebra to the whole algebra su(2p).
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Definition 1 A set of spinor generators of su(2p) is called a bi-subalgebra of su(2p), denoted
as Bsu, if S
ζ+η
α+β ∈ Bsu, ∀ S
ζ
α,S
η
β ∈ Bsu.
Intentionally the notation Bsu distinguishes bi-subalgebras of su(2
p) from those of a Cartan
subalgebra [2,3]. Similarly, these bi-subalgebras can be ordered by the degree of maximality.
Definition 2 A bi-subalgebra Bsu is maximal in su(2
p) if Sζ+ηα+β ∈ Bsu, ∀ S
ζ
α,S
η
β ∈ B
c
su =
su(2p)− Bsu.
The ordering is recursive.
Definition 3 Denoted as B
[r]
su, an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra of su(2p) is a proper maximal
bi-subalgebra of an (r − 1)-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[r−1]
su ⊂ su(2p), 1 < r ≤ 2p.
The order r of a such bi-subalgebras ranges from 0 to 2p, initially with the zeroth maximal
B
[0]
su = su(2p) and ending at the identity B
[2p]
su = {S00}. Notice that every bi-subalgebra of
order less than p is nonabelian, and that of order r ≥ p is not necessarily abelian. The total
number of spinors in a bi-subalgebra is acquired with the isomorphism of su(2p) and Z2p2 .
Lemma 2 A bi-subalgebra Bsu of su(2
p) is an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra in su(2p) if and
only if it consists of a number 22p−r of spinor generators.
Most of assertions regarding bi-subalgebras of a Cartan subalgebra C ⊂ su(2p) remain
valid to those of an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[r]
su ⊂ su(2p) as in the following. Their
proofs are omitted because each of which can be carried out through the same procedure as
that in the corresponding assertion in [2, 3] except replacing C with B
[r]
su. Let it begin with
the feature that a 3rd member is obtainable from every two bi-subalgebras.
Lemma 3 Derived from every two maximal bi-subalgebras Bsu,1 and Bsu,2 of an r-th maximal
bi-subalgebra B
[r]
su in su(2p), the subspace B = (Bsu,1∩Bsu,2)∪(B
c
su,1∩B
c
su,2) is also a maximal
bi-subalgebra of B
[r]
su, here Bcsu,1 = B
[r]
su − Bsu,1 and B
c
su,2 = B
[r]
su − Bsu,2.
An abelian group associated to B
[r]
su is needed for a purpose of partitioning.
Lemma 4 Given an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[r]
su of su(2p), the set G(B
[r]
su) = {Bsu,i :
Bsu,i is a maximal bi-subalgebra of B
[r]
su, 0 ≤ i < 22p−r} forms an abelian group isomorphic to
Z
2p−r
2 under the ⊓-operation, that is, ∀ Bsu,i,Bsu,j ∈ G(B
[r]
su), Bsu,i ⊓Bsu,j = (Bsu,i ∩Bsu,j)∪
(Bcsu,i ∩ B
c
su,j) ∈ G(B
[r]
su), where Bcsu,i = B
[r]
su − Bsu,i, B
c
su,j = B
[r]
su − Bsu,j and Bsu,0 = B
[r]
su is
the group identity, 0 ≤ i, j < 22p−r.
Every spinor commutes with a unique maximal bi-subalgebra Bsu of B
[r]
su but with none part
of its complement.
Lemma 5 For an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[r]
su of su(2p) and a spinor generator Sζα ∈
su(2p), p > 1, there exists a unique maximal bi-subalgebra Bsu ∈ G(B
[r]
su) of B
[r]
su such that
[Sζα,Bsu] = 0 and [S
ζ
α,S
η
β ] 6= 0 for all S
η
β ∈ B
c
su = B
[r]
su − Bsu.
Lemma 6 If a spinor Sζα ∈ su(2
p) commuting with a maximal bi-subalgebra Bsu ∈ G(B
[r]
su) of
an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[r]
su ⊂ su(2p), i.e., [Sζα,Bsu] = 0, any generator S
η
β commuting
with Sζα must be in Bsu.
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Based on the commutator rule [W ,Bsu] = 0, the subspaceW ⊂ su(2
p) spanned by generators
commuting with a bi-subalgebra Bsu is defined to be the commutator subspace determined by
Bsu and denoted as W(Bsu) whenever necessary. Any two such subspaces are disjoint.
Lemma 7 Two commutator subspaces W1 and W2 ⊂ su(2
p) respectively determined by two
maximal bi-subalgebras Bsu,1 and Bsu,2 ∈ G(B
[r]
su) of an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[r]
su of
su(2p), i.e., [W1,Bsu,1] = 0 and [W2,Bsu,2] = 0, share the null intersection W1 ∩W2 = {0}.
Thanks to Lemmas from 4 to 7, a partition is affirmed in su(2p).
Theorem 1 The group G(B
[r]
su) comprising maximal bi-subalgebras of an r-th maximal bi-
subalgebra B
[r]
su in the Lie algebra su(2p) by the commutator rule decides a partition of su(2p).
This partition, consisting of 22p−r commutator subspaces in total, is termed the commutator
partition of order r generated by B
[r]
su and denoted as {PC(B
[r]
su)}. The partition has a group
structure too.
Lemma 8 For two commutator subspacesW1 andW2 respectively determined by the maximal
bi-subalgebras Bsu,1 and Bsu,2 ∈ G(B
[r]
su) of an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[r]
su of su(2p), the
closure holds that, ∀ Sζα ∈ W1 and S
η
β ∈ W2, the bi-additive generator S
ζ+η
α+β belongs to the
commutator subspace W = [W1,W2] determined by the bi-subalgebra Bsu,1 ⊓ Bsu,2 ∈ G(B
[r]
su),
i.e., [Sζ+ηα+β ,Bsu,1 ⊓ Bsu,2] = 0 and thus [W ,Bsu,1 ⊓ Bsu,2] = 0.
Generated by an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra, group isomorphisms analogous to those of
Corollary 2 in [2] are preserved.
Corollary 1 Given an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[r]
su of the Lie algebra su(2p), there exists
the isomorphism relation {PC(B
[r]
su)} ∼= G(B
[r]
su) ∼= {Sζα : S
ζ
α ∈ B
[r]
su} ∼= Z
2p−r
2 for the sets of
all commutator subspaces in su(2p), of all maximal bi-subalgebras, of all spinor generators in
B
[r]
su and of all (2p− r)-digit strings under the commutator, the ⊓, the bi-addition ⋄ operations
and the bit-wise addition respectively.
Due to this isomorphism relation, it is favorable to label every maximal bi-subalgebra in
G(B
[r]
su) by a (2p − r)-digit binary string such that Bsu,i ⊓ Bsu,j = Bsu,i+j for i, j ∈ Z
2p−r
2
with the designation B
[r]
su = Bsu,0. To every commutator partition, there corresponds a dual
partition yielded by a coset rule.
Theorem 2 An r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[r]
su ≡ B
[r,0]
su ⊂ su(2p) can generate a partition
in su(2p) consisting of 2r disjoint subspaces B
[r,i]
su via the coset rule of partition, namely
su(2p) =
⋃
i∈Zr2
B
[r,i]
su complying with the condition ∀ Sζα ∈ B
[r,i]
su , S
η
β ∈ B
[r,j]
su , ∃! B
[r,l]
su such that
Sζ+ηα+β ∈ B
[r,l]
su with i+ j = l, ∀ i, j, l ∈ Zr2 .
Under the operation of bi-addition every subspace B
[r,i]
su is a coset of the “subgroup” B
[r]
su
in su(2p) and is thus named a coset subspace of B
[r]
su. Denoted as {PB(B
[r]
su)}, the partition
comprising these 2r cosets is known as the bi-subalgebra partition of order r generated by B
[r]
su.
3 Partition Duality
The partitions over the Lie algebra su(2p) generated by the commutator and the coset rules
introduced in last section are in general distinct. However, as immediately to be shown, the
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two partitions have an elegant duality relation.
Lemma 9 The subspace spanned by spinors commuting with an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra
B
[r]
su of su(2p), 0 ≤ r ≤ 2p, forms a (2p− r)-th maximal bi-subalgebra of su(2p).
Proof. Suppose V ⊂ su(2p) is the subspace spanned by spinors commuting with B
[r]
su. For
any spinors Sζ1α1 ,S
ζ2
α2
∈ V , the bi-additive Sζ1+ζ2α1+α2 commutes with B
[r]
su owing to the vanishing
commutators [Sζ1α1 ,B
[r]
su] = [Sζ2α2 ,B
[r]
su] = 0. Thus S
ζ1+ζ2
α1+α2 ∈ V and the subspace V ≡ B is
a bi-subalgebra. By Lemma 2, the fact of B being a (2p − r)-th maximal bi-subalgebra of
su(2p) can be affirmed by counting the number of spinors commuting with B
[r]
su. Let the
subalgebra B
[r]
su be spanned by 2p − r independent generators {S
η1
β1
,Sη2β2 , · · · ,S
η2p−r
β2p−r
}. It is
easy to derive a number 2r of spinors Sζα ∈ su(2
p) satisfying the identities ζ ·βt+ηt ·α = 0 for
all 1 ≤ t ≤ 2p− r. Hence B is composed of in total 2r spinor generators and is a (2p− r)-th
maximal bi-subalgebra of su(2p). ✷
That is to say, there exists a unique (2p − r)-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[2p−r]
su commuting
with a given r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[r]
su ⊂ su(2p). The following two lemmas pave the
way to the duality relation.
Lemma 10 A commutator subspace of the commutator partition {PC(B
[r]
su)} generated by an
r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[r]
su ⊂ su(2p) is a coset subspace of the bi-subalgebra partition
{PB(B
[2p−r]
su )} generated by a (2p − r)-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[2p−r]
su ⊂ su(2p) as long as
[B
[r]
su,B
[2p−r]
su ] = 0, 0 ≤ r ≤ 2p.
Proof. This lemma is an implication of Lemma 8 by relating the commutator subspaces
of {PC(B
[r]
su)} in terms of bitwise addition of index strings. Specifically for two arbitrary
commutator subspaces W(Bsu,i) and W(Bsu,j) determined by two maximal bi-subalgebras
Bsu,i and Bsu,j ∈ G(B
[r]
su) respectively, the bi-additive S
ζ+η
α+β of any two spinors S
ζ
α ∈ W(Bsu,i)
and Sηβ ∈ W(Bsu,j) belongs to W(Bsu,i+j = Bsu,i ⊓ Bsu,j), i, j ∈ Z
2p−r
2 . By this index rule,
the subalgebra B
[2p−r]
su = Bsu,0 is designated to be W(Bsu,0). ✷
Lemma 11 A coset subspace of the bi-subalgebra partition {PB(B
[r]
su)} generated by an r-th
maximal bi-subalgebra B
[r]
su ⊂ su(2p) is a commutator subspace of the commutator partition
{PC(B
[2p−r]
su )} generated by a (2p − r)-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[2p−r]
su ⊂ su(2p) as long as
[B
[r]
su,B
[2p−r]
su ] = 0, 0 ≤ r ≤ 2p.
Proof. This lemma is asserted by showing the fact that, for any coset subspace B
[r,i]
su ∈
{PB(B
[r]
su)}, there exists a unique maximal bi-subalgebra Bsu,i of B
[2p−r]
su such that B
[r,i]
su com-
mutes with Bsu,i but with no part of the complement B
c
su,i = B
[2p−r]
su −Bsu,i, here B
[r]
su = B
[r,0]
su
and i ∈ Zr2 . With an arbitrary choice S
ζ0
α0
∈ B
[r,i]
su , every generator of B
[r,i]
su can be writ-
ten as the bi-additive Sζ0+ξα0+γ of S
ζ0
α0
and a spinor Sξγ ∈ B
[r]
su, cf. Theorem 2. Due to the
vanishing commutator [B
[r]
su,B
[2p−r]
su ] = 0, a spinor S
η
β ∈ B
[2p−r]
su commutes with the whole
bi-subalgebra B
[r,i]
su if [Sζ0α0 ,S
η
β ] = 0 or with none subset of it if [S
ζ0
α0
,Sηβ ] 6= 0. There exists
at least one generator of B
[2p−r]
su commuting with B
[r,i]
su , otherwise contradictions occur. Let
V ⊂ B
[2p−r]
su be the subspace spanned by all spinors commuting with B
[r,i]
su . The bi-additive
Sη1+η2β1+β2 of any S
η1
β1
and Sη2β2 ∈ V must commute with B
[r,i]
su because of the vanishing commuta-
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tors [Sη1β1 ,B
[r,i]
su ] = [S
η2
β2
,B
[r,i]
su ] = 0. Further by the nonvanishing commutators [Sζ0α0 ,S
ηˆ1
βˆ1
] 6= 0
and [Sζ0α0 ,S
ηˆ2
βˆ2
] 6= 0 for any pair S ηˆ1
βˆ1
and S ηˆ2
βˆ2
∈ Vc = B
[2p−r]
su − V , it derives the commuting
of the bi-additive S ηˆ1+ηˆ2
βˆ1+βˆ2
and Sζ0α0 and then [S
ηˆ1+ηˆ2
βˆ1+βˆ2
,B
[r,i]
su ] = 0. This validates V ≡ Bsu,i to
be a maximal bi-subalgebra of B
[2p−r]
su . The uniqueness of Bsu,i is shown by contradiction.
Suppose there have two maximal bi-subalgebras Bsu,1 and Bsu,2 both commuting with B
[r,i]
su
and at least one generator Sη3β3 ∈ Bsu,1 and S
η3
β3
∈ B
[2p−r]
su − Bsu,2. An inconsistency arises
that [Sη3β3 ,B
[r,i]
su ] = 0 as well as [S
η3
β3
,B
[r,i]
su ] 6= 0. The lemma is thus affirmed. ✷
A partition duality hidden in the Lie algebra su(2p) is thus disclosed.
Theorem 3 In the Lie algebra su(2p), the commutator partition of order r {PC(B
[r]
su)} gener-
ated by an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[r]
su ⊂ su(2p) is the bi-subalgebra partition of order 2p−r
{PB(B
[2p−r]
su )} generated by a (2p− r)-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[2p−r]
su ⊂ su(2p) provided the
two bi-subalgebras B
[r]
su and B
[2p−r]
su commute, 0 ≤ r ≤ 2p.
The partitions {PC(B
[r]
su)} and {PB(B
[r]
su)} become identical when B
[r]
su is a Cartan subalgebra.
For a Cartan subalgebra is a p-th maximal bi-subalgebra of su(2p) and is the maximal subspace
commuting with itself.
Corollary 2 The commutator partition and the bi-subalgebra partition generated by a same
Cartan subalgebra are identical.
An important linkage is to be examined that both a bi-subalgebra partition {PB(B
[r]
su)}
and a commutator partition {PC(B
[r]
su)} can return to be a Quotient Algebra Partition (QAP)
if the generating bi-subalgebra B
[r]
su is abelian. The partition conversions mainly reply upon
the fact that an abelian bi-subalgebra of order r B
[r]
su is an (r−p)-th maximal bi-subalgebra of
a Cartan subalgebra C ⊂ su(2p), p ≤ r ≤ 2p. While B
[r]
su = B[r−p] being a bi-subalgebra of C,
each coset subspace of {PB(B
[r]
su)} is also a partitioned conjugate-pair subspaceW(B,B[r−p]; s)
of the doublet (B,B[r−p]), for s ∈ Zr−p2 and B ∈ G(C) being a maximal bi-subalgebra of C,
cf. Lemma 5 of [3]. This equivalence requires the existence of a unique maximal bi-subalgebra
B commuting with the former subspace.
Lemma 12 A coset subspace of the bi-subalgebra partition {PB(B
[r]
su)} generated by an abelian
r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[r]
su ⊂ su(2p), p ≤ r ≤ 2p, uniquely commutes with a maximal
bi-subalgebra of a Cartan subalgebra C ⊃ B
[r]
su.
Proof. Every spinor generator of su(2p) must commute with a unique maximal bi-subalgebra
of C by Lemma 3 in [2]. Let S ζα be an arbitrary generator in a coset subspace B
[r,i]
su ∈ {PB(B
[r]
su)}
and commute with a maximal bi-subalgebra B ∈ G(C) of C, here i ∈ Zr2 and B
[r]
su = B
[r,0]
su .
According to Theorem 2, each generator in B
[r,i]
su else from S ζα can be written as a bi-additive
S ζ+ηα+β with a generator S
η
β ∈ B
[r]
su, S
η
β 6= S
0
0
. Owing to the vanishing commutator [B
[r]
su,B] = 0
as B
[r]
su ⊂ C and by Lemma 1 in [2], it derives the commuting of S
ζ+η
α+β and B. The uniqueness
of a such maximal bi-subalgebra B can be confirmed by Lemma 3 in [3]. ✷
With the application of the coset rule of bisection [2, 3], the subspace W(B,B[r−p]; s) fur-
ther divides into two conditioned subspaces W (B,B[r−p]; s) and Wˆ (B,B[r−p]; s), which are
respectively abelian and a member subspace of the partition {PQ(B
[r]
su)}. Returning to a
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quotient-algebra partition from a bi-subalgebra partition is then arrived.
Corollary 3 Imposed with the coset rule of bisection, the bi-subalgebra partition {PB(B
[r]
su)}
generated by an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[r]
su ⊂ su(2p) recovers to be a quotient algebra
partition {PQ(B
[r]
su)} when B
[r]
su being abelian.
In advance of converting to a quotient-algebra partition, a commutator partition {PC(B
[r]
su)}
transits to the bi-subalgebra partition {PB(B
[r]
su)} resorting to the coset rule of partition [3].
Lemma 13 Refined by applying the coset rule of partition, the commutator partition {PC(B
[r]
su)}
generated by an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[r]
su ⊂ su(2p) changes into the bi-subalgebra par-
tition {PB(B
[r]
su)}.
Proof. Specifically, every commutator subspace W(Bsu,i) of {PC(B
[r]
su)} can divide into
a number 22r−2p of subspaces W(Bsu,i; s) respecting the coset rule of partition: S
ζ+η
α+β ∈
W(Bsu,i+j ; s+t) for every pair S
ζ
α ∈ W(Bsu,i; s) and S
η
β ∈ W(Bsu,j ; t) withW(Bsu,0;0) = B
[r]
su,
here Bsu,i,Bsu,j ∈ G(B
[r]
su), i, j ∈ Z
2p−r
2 , and s, t ∈ Z
2r−2p
2 . This division is validated following
the same procedures in Lemmas 1, 5 and 15 of [3] except replacing the bi-subalgebra B[r]
of C by B
[r]
su and the Cartan subalgebra C ⊂ su(2p) by a (2p − r)-th maximal bi-subalgebra
B
[2p−r]
su ⊂ su(2p). Here, B
[2p−r]
su is the unique bi-subalgebra commuting with B
[r]
su, cf. Lemma 9,
and the latter is a (2r − 2p)-th maximal bi-subalgebra of the former. With the above sub-
stitution, Lemmas 1 and 5 of [3] affirm the coset rule on partitioned subspaces W(Bsu,i; s),
s ∈ Z2r−2p2 , of a same maximal bi-subalgebra Bsu,i ∈ G(B
[r]
su). While Lemma 15 of [3] accounts
for the rule relating partitioned subspaces associated to different maximal bi-subalgebras, re-
calling the labelling choice Bsu,i ⊓ Bsu,j = Bsu,i+j . ✷
Notice that this lemma is valid whether or not the bi-subalgebra B
[r]
su is abelian. After a
required bisection on each divided subspace, the conversion completes.
Corollary 4 Imposed with the coset rules of partition and bisection, the commutator partition
{PC(B
[r]
su)} generated by an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[r]
su ⊂ su(2p) recovers to be a quotient
algebra partition {PQ(B
[r]
su)} when B
[r]
su being abelian.
Remind that the imposition of the two coset rules is orderless [3]. It is concluded that a bi-
subalgebra partition and a commutator partition are two notons sharing a duality relation, and
both can respectively return to a quotient-algebra partition as the generating bi-subalgebra
is abelian.
A quotient-algebra partition is endowed with an abelian group structure. Recall Theorem 3
in [3] that, within the quotient-algebra partition of rank r {PQ(B
[r])} generated by an r-th
maximal bi-subalgebra B[r] of a Cartan subalgebra C ⊂ su(N), 0 ≤ r ≤ p, the conditioned
subspacesW ǫ(B,B[r]; i) satisfy the quaternion condition of closure of rank r, for all ǫ, σ ∈ Z2,
i, j ∈ Zr2 and B,B
′ ∈ G(C),
[W ǫ(B,B[r]; i),W σ(B′,B[r]; j)] ⊂W ǫ+σ(B ⊓B′,B[r]; i+ j), (3.1)
here W 0(C,B[r];0) = {0} and W 1(C,B[r];0) = C. Moreover, an operation ⊚ called tri-
addition is then defined in {PQ(B
[r])}, cf. Corollary 2 in [3]: W ǫ(B,B[r]; i)⊚W σ(B′,B[r]; j) =
W ǫ+σ(B ⊓B′,B[r]; i + j) ∈ {PQ(B
[r])} for every pair W ǫ(B,B[r]; i) and W σ(B′,B[r]; j) ∈
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{PQ(B
[r])}. Under this operation, the set of subspaces in {PQ(B
[r])} is isomorphic to the
additive group Zp+r+12 . Expositions in the subsequent sections will make use of this group
structure of importance.
4 Merging and Detaching a Co-Quotient Algebra
One of major subjects concerned in this serial of articles [1–3] is to establish the scheme
comprehensively producing admissible decompositions of unitary Lie algebras. Relying upon
the framework of quaotient-algebra partition, such a scheme makes easy the systematic gen-
erating of Cartan decompositions. A Cartan decomposition su(N) = t⊕ p is the direct sum
of a subalgebra t and a vector subspace p satisfying the decomposition condition [t, t] ⊂ t,
[t, p] ⊂ p, [p, p] ⊂ t, and Tr(tp) = 0. The success of the decomposition production is attributed
to a merit of the scheme recognizing the truth that the subalgebra t of a decomposition t⊕ p
is a proper maximal subgroup of a quotient-algebra partition under the operation of tri-
addition [3]. Thanks to the group-structured nature of quotient-algebra partitions, a terse
law to decide the type of a decomposition has been concluded [3]: a Cartan decomposition
su(N) = t ⊕ p is of type AI if the maximal abelian subalgebra of p is a Cartan subalgebra
C ⊂ su(N), a decomposition of type AII if the maximal abelian subalgebra of p is a proper
maximal bi-subalgebra B of C, or a type AIII if the maximal abelian subalgebra of p is a
complement Bc = C−B.
The arrangements of quotient and co-quotient algebras help schematic manipulations of
a quotient-algebra partition [1–3]. In the quotient-algebra partition of rank r {PQ(B
[r])}
generated by an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B[r] of a Cartan subalgebra C ⊂ su(N), for
0 ≤ r ≤ p and 2p−1 < N ≤ 2p, there determine the quotient algebra {Q(B[r])} given by the
center subalgebra B[r] and a set of co-quotient algebras, each of which {Q(W ǫ(B,B[r]; i))} is
given by a non-null conditioned subspace W ǫ(B,B[r]; i) ∈ {PQ(B
[r])} other than B[r], here
ǫ ∈ Z2, i ∈ Z
r
2 andB ∈ G(C) being a maximal bi-subalgebra of C. Yet, two kinds of co-quotient
algebras are admitted according to the two occasions that the center subalgebraW ǫ(B,B[r]; i)
is a degrade conditioned subspace as B ⊃ B[r] or a regular one as B + B[r] [3]. The two
kinds exhibit distinct properties as detailed in this section: the former allows a procedure of
merging conjugate pairs and the latter can convert to a refined version by detaching the pairs.
4.1 Merging a Co-Quotient Algebra
To illustrate the merging procedure, the quotient algebra of rank r {Q(B[r]; 2p+r − 1)} given
by B[r] ⊂ C and the co-quotient algebra of rank r {Q(B[r,l]; 2p+r − 22r−2)} given by a coset
B[r,l] of B[r] in C, l ∈ Zr2 − {0}, are respectively displayed in Figs. B.1(a) and B.1(b). Here
it is no lack of universality to take the coset B[r,l] as the center subalgebra of the co-quotient
algebra, for a non-null degrade conditioned subspaceW ǫ(B,B[r]; i) withB ⊃ B[r] is a coset of
B[r] in a Cartan subalgebra C∗ being a superset of both B[r] and W ǫ(B,B[r]; i). As depicted
in Fig. B.1, the maximal bi-subalgebras Bm and Bn ∈ G(C) keep the closure identity B1 =
Bm ⊓Bn, 1 < m,n < 2
p, and the relations hold for subspace indices s+ sˆ = i+ iˆ = j + jˆ = l
and s = i+ j = iˆ+ jˆ, i, iˆ, j, jˆ, s, sˆ ∈ Zr2 . In addition, B1 is a superset of B
[r] but B1 + B[r,l].
The merging procedure is conducted in {Q(B[r,l]; 2p+r − 22r−2)} by pairwise combining
conditioned subspaces that commute. Two options of merged co-quotient algebras are then
rendered, the one via parallel merging as shown in Fig. B.1(c) and the other via crossing
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merging in B.1(d). Based on the original structure in Figs. B.1(a) or B.1(b), it is plain to
verify the commutation relation of Eq. 3.1 preserved in these two algebras. As a consequence
of the merging, there yield two choices of (r − 1)-th maximal bi-subalgebras B[r−1] = B[r] ∪
W (B1,B
[1]; s) of a Cartan subalgebra Cmerg and Bˆ
[r−1] = B[r] ∪ Wˆ (B1,B
[1]; sˆ) of another
Cartan subalgebra Cˆmerg, forW (B1,B
[r]; s) and Wˆ (B1,B
[r]; sˆ) being a conditioned subspace
of the doublet (B1,B
[1]). The next crucial step is to assert the fact that each abelian subspace
thus merged is a conditioned subspace in the quotient-algebra of rank r − 1 {PQ(B˜
[r−1])}
given by B˜[r−1] = B[r−1] ⊂ C∗ = Cmerg or by B˜
[r−1] = Bˆ[r−1] ⊂ C∗ = Cˆmerg.
Without loss of generality, let the merged subspace W =W (Bm,B
[r]; i)∪W (Bn,B
[r]; j)
in Fig. B.1(c) be an example. There have two requirements for W to be a conditioned
subspace in the quotient-algebra partition {PQ(B
[r−1])}, specifically, W commuting with
a maximal bi-subalgebra B of Cmerg and ∀ S
ζ
α,S
η
β ∈ W , S
ζ+η
α+β ∈ B ∩ B
[r−1], cf. Defi-
nition 2 in [3]. The subspace W is abelian due to the commutation relation of Eq. 3.1
[W (Bm,B
[r]; i),W (Bn,B
[r]; j)] ⊂ Wˆ (B1,B
[r]; s) = {0}. For any two generators Sζα and
Sηβ ∈ W , the inclusion holds that either S
ζ
α,S
η
β ∈ W (Bm,B
[r]; i) (∈ W (Bn,B
[r]; j)) or
Sζα ∈ W (Bm,B
[r]; i) and Sηβ ∈W (Bn,B
[r]; j). By definition, the bi-additive generator Sζ+ηα+β
is in B[r] ⊂ Cmerg for the 1st case. In the 2nd case, the generator S
ζ+η
α+β is contained in
the subspace W (B1,B
[r]; s) ⊂ Cmerg owing to Corollary 3 in [3]. Thus the generator S
ζ+η
α+β
must belong to B[r−1]. Since the generator Sζ+ηα+β ∈ Cmerg commutes with not only S
ζ
α and
Sηβ ∈ W but also the whole W of being abelian, it deduces the existence of a non-null sub-
space V in Cmerg commuting with W . Further endorsed by Lemma 4 in [2], such a non-null
subspace ought to be a maximal bi-subalgebra V ≡ B, i.e., [W,B] = 0, for Cmerg being a
Cartan subalgebra. Meanwhile, Sζ+ηα+β is in B by Lemma 14 in [2]. The assertion is then
arrived that W is a conditioned subspace of the doublet (B,B[r−1]) in the quotient-algebra
partition {PQ(B
[r−1])}. Similarly, the other merged subspaces in Fig. B.1(c) are respectively
a conditioned subspace in {PQ(B
[r−1])}. By the same token on the other hand, each sub-
space in Fig. B.1(d) is a conditioned subspace in {PQ(B
[r−1])}. That is to say, the partition
{PQ(B
[r−1])} admits co-quotient algebras of both ranks r and r − 1.
4.2 Detaching a Co-Quotient Algebra
The exposition of the detaching starts with, respectively in Figs. B.2(a) and B.2(b), the
quotient algebra of rank r {Q(B[r]; 2p+r−1)} given byB[r] ⊂ C and the co-quotient algebra of
rank r {Q(W (B1,B
[r]; s); 2p+r− 1)} given by a regular conditioned subspace W (B1,B
[r]; s),
B1 + B[r] and s ∈ Zr2 . The maximal bi-subalgebras Bm and Bn ∈ G(C) in Fig. B.2 holds
the closure B1 = Bm ⊓ Bn, 1 < m,n < 2
p, and the identity s = i + j relates the indices
i, j, s ∈ Zr2 . Notice that the intersection B
[r+1] = B1 ∩ B
[r] is an (r + 1)-th maximal bi-
subalgebra of C for B1 + B[r]. The detaching procedure is performed in the co-quotient
algebra {Q(W (B1,B
[r]; s))} by bisecting each conditioned subspace in Fig. B.2(a) or B.2(b).
In order to validate the two refined versions of co-quotient algebras, via parallel and crossing
detachings as in Figs. B.2(c) and (d), it requires the affirmation that subspaces in these two
structures respect the commutation relation of Eq. 3.1 and are respectively a conditioned
subspace in the quotient-algebra partition of rank r + 1 {PQ(B
[r+1])} given by B[r+1].
Take the subspace W (Bm,B
[r]; i) in Fig. B.2(b) as an example. This subspace is di-
vided into two halves W (Bm,B
[r+1]; 0 ◦ i) and W (Bm,B
[r+1]; 1 ◦ i) following the coset
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rule: ∀ Sζα,S
η
β ∈ W (Bm,B
[r+1]; 0 ◦ i) (∈ W (Bm,B
[r+1]; 1 ◦ i)), Sζ+ηα+β ∈ Bm ∩ B
[r+1];
here the subspace index 0 ◦ s is the concatenation of the digit 0 and string s ∈ Zr2 and
Wˆ (B1,B
[r+1]; 0 ◦ s) = {0}. Neither of the subspaces is null if Bm + B[r+1] or either of
them is so if Bm ⊃ B
[r+1]. Apparently both the subspaces commute with Bm ⊂ C and are
separately a conditioned subspace of the doublet (Bm,B
[r+1]) by Definition 2 in [3]. Hence
each of the two refined subspaces is a conditioned subspace of the quotient-algebra partition
of rank r + 1 {PQ(B
[r+1])}. Likewise, every of the other subspaces in Figs. B.2(c) and (d)
is as well a conditioned subspace of {PQ(B
[r+1])}. Remark that the center subalgebra splits
into a non-null W (B1,B
[r+1]; 0 ◦ s) and an empty subspace Wˆ (B1,B
[r+1]; 0 ◦ s) = {0} due
to the inclusion B1 ⊃ B
[r+1]. Therefore, besides one rank r, a regular conditioned sub-
space W (B1,B
[r]; s) can generate a co-quotient algebra of rank r + 1 through the detaching
procedure, 1 ≤ r < p.
5 More on Cartan Decompositions of Type AIII
Supplementary to early discussions of Cartan decompositions of the three types [3], the at-
tention of this section will focus on the type AIII of su(m + n) as m 6= n. The intrinsic
Cartan decomposition su(m+ n) = tˆ III⊕ pˆ III of type AIII for m ≥ n, as designated in [2,4],
is composed of the subalgebra tˆ III = c ⊗ su(m) ⊗ su(n) = {(
A 0
0 B
) : A ∈ u(m), B ∈
u(n) and Tr(A+B) = 0} and the subspace pˆ III = {(
0 Z
−Z† 0
) : Z ∈ Mm×n(C)}; note
[c, tˆ III] = 0. The subalgebra tˆ III is spanned by a total number m
2 + n2 − 1 of generators and
the set aˆ III = {i|k〉〈k+m|− i|k+m〉〈k| : 1 ≤ k ≤ n} is optionally a maximal abelian subalge-
bra in pˆ III. Since those of su(N) for 2
p−1 < N < 2p are acquirable by applying the removing
process [1–3], as always only the decompositions of su(2p) are considered. The decomposi-
tions of su(m+ n) with m = n have been addressed in Theorem 3 in [3]. In examining other
instances of m > n, the λ-generators are a better choice as the generating set of the algebra.
The set consists of the off-diagonal matrices λkl = |k〉〈l|+|l〉〈k| and λˆkl = −i|k〉〈l|+i|l〉〈k| and
the diagonal ones dkl = |k〉〈k| − |l〉〈l|, 1 ≤ k, l ≤ N , which satisfy the commutator relations
as listed in from Eqs. A.1 to A.6 in Appendix A of [1].
To generate decompositions of type AIII in su(m+ n = 2p) for m > n, it is essentail to
perform an appropriate division over the conditioned subspaces of a quotient-algebra partition
of rank zero. The exposition is confined to the intrinsic quotient-algebra partition of this rank
{PQ(C[0])} given by the intrinsic Cartan subalgebra C[0] = {S
ν0
0
: ∀ ν0 ∈ Z
p
2} ⊂ su(2
p). For
the other decomposition of the same type can be mapped to a decomposition determined
in {PQ(C[0])} via a conjugate transformation [1–3]. The partition {PQ(C[0])} comprises the
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following conditioned subspaces, γ ∈ Zp2 − {0},
W 0(B0) = {0},
W 1(B0) = C[0] = {S
ν
0 : ∀ ν ∈ Z
p
2 , } = {dij : ∀ 0 < i, j ≤ 2
p},
W 0(Bγ) = {S
ξˆ
γ : ∀ ξˆ ∈ Z
p
2 , ξˆ · γ = 1}
= {λˆij : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2
p, i− 1 = ω, j − 1 = τ, ω + τ = γ for ω, τ ∈ Zp2}, and
W 1(Bγ) = {S
ξ
γ : ∀ ξ ∈ Z
p
2 , ξ · γ = 0}
= {λij : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2
p, i− 1 = ω, j − 1 = τ, ω + τ = γ for ω, τ ∈ Zp2}, (5.1)
where Bγ = {S
µ
0
: ∀ µ ∈ Zp2 and µ · γ = 0} is a maximal bi-subalgebra of C[0] = B0. Thanks
to the commutation relation of Eq. 3.1 aforesaid and by Corollary 2 in [3], these conditioned
subspaces form an abelian group obeying the closure under the tri-addition ⊚: for all α, β ∈ Zp2
and ǫ, σ ∈ Z2,
W ǫ(Bα)⊚W
σ(Bβ) =W
ǫ+σ(Bα+β). (5.2)
The division cuts each conditioned subspace W ǫ(Bα) into two subspaces W
ǫ(Bα;κ) addi-
tionally tagged with an index κ ∈ Z2. Let {PQ(C[0])}div denote the partition constituted by
these divided conditioned subspaces. The key of the subspace division is to preserve the same
group structure in this version of partition.
In {PQ(C[0])}div, the subspace W
0(B0) = W
0(B0; 0) ∪ W
0(B0; 1) is divided into two
null subspaces and the subspace W 1(B0) into the null W
1(B0; 1) = {0} and W
1(B0; 0) =
C[0]. As to regular conditioned subspaces, each W
ǫ(Bγ 6=0) splits into two non-null subspaces
W ǫ(Bγ 6=0; 0) and W
ǫ(Bγ 6=0; 1) by a cut over the generating set depending on the integer m
of su(m+ n). Specifically, the divided subspace W 0(Bγ 6=0; 0) (or W
1(Bγ 6=0; 0)) contains the
generators λˆkl (or λkl) with subscripts ranging in 0 < k < l ≤ m, while W
0(Bγ 6=0; 1) (or
W 1(Bγ 6=0; 1)) carries λˆk′l′ (or λk′l′) with 0 < k
′ < m < l′ < 2p. Thus, the general forms of
the divided subspaces can be written as follows, γ ∈ Zp2 − {0},
W 0(B0; 0) =W
0(B0; 1) = {0},
W 1(B0; 0) = C[0], W
1(B0; 1) = {0},
W 0(Bγ ; 0) = {λˆkl : ∀ 0 < k < l ≤ m,ω = k − 1, τ = l − 1 and ω + τ = γ, ω, τ ∈ Z
p
2},
W 0(Bγ ; 1) = {λˆk′l′ : ∀ 0 < k
′ ≤ m < l′ ≤ 2p, ω′ = k′ − 1, τ ′ = l′ − 1 and ω′ + τ ′ = γ, ω′, τ ′ ∈ Zp2},
W 1(Bγ ; 0) = {λkl : ∀ 0 < k < l ≤ m,ω = k − 1, τ = l − 1 and ω + τ = γ, ω, τ ∈ Z
p
2}, and
W 1(Bγ ; 1) = {λk′l′ : ∀ 0 < k
′ ≤ m < l′ ≤ 2p, ω′ = k′ − 1, τ ′ = l′ − 1 and ω′ + τ ′ = γ, ω′, τ ′ ∈ Zp2}.
(5.3)
It is easy to validate the tri-addition closure for these subspaces in terms of the identity
W ǫ(Bα;κ)⊚W
σ(Bβ ;κ
′) =W ǫ+σ(Bα+β ;κ+ κ
′), (5.4)
for ǫ, σ, κ, κ′ ∈ Z2 and α, β ∈ Z
p
2 , which establishes the demanded structure of an abelian group
in {PQ(C[0])}div. Based on this group structure, generating Cartan decompositions becomes
routine taking advantage of the assertion in Lemma 20 of [3]. That is, the subalgebra t of a
decomposition t⊕ p is a proper maximal subgroup of {PQ(C[0])}div under the tri-addition.
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Owing to the truth of the Cartan subalgebra C[0] = W
1(B0; 0) being either in t or p
of a decomposition t ⊕ p, there breed two types of Cartan decompositions in the partition
{PQ(C[0])}div, cf. Corollary 5 in [3]: a type AI as C[0] ⊂ p or a type AIII as C[0] ⊂ t. In the
former case, the subalgebra tI of a type-AI decomposition tI ⊕ pI coincides with the algebra
so(2p) up to a conjugate transformation. Being a proper maximal subgroup of {PQ(C[0])}div,
the set tˆ III embracing all divided subspaces with the subspace index κ = 0, i.e.,
tˆ III = {W
ǫ(Bα; 0) : ∀ ǫ ∈ Z2 and α ∈ Z
p
2}, (5.5)
is the subalgebra tˆ III = c⊕su(m)⊕su(n) of the intrinsic type-AIII decomposition tˆ III⊕ pˆ III.
The subspace aˆ III = W
0(B10···0; 1) is an option of a maximal abelian subalgebra of the
complement pˆ III = {PQ(C[0])}div − tˆ III. As a final remark, besides the intrinsic, non-intrinsic
decompositions of type AIII of su(m′ + n′) with integer pairs (m′, n′) = (m − 2l, n + 2l),
0 ≤ l ≤ m − 2p−1, are also attainable in {PQ(C[0])}div. Refer to Figs. E.5, E.6 and E.7 for
example demonstrations of su(8).
6 Recursive t-p Decomposition
As stated in [3], a quotient algebra partition {PQ(B
[r])} of rank r admits a t-p decomposition
of 1st level obeying the criterion that, under the tri-addition, the subalgebra t is a proper
maximal subgroup of {PQ(B
[r])} and the subspace p the coset of t. This criterion is also
satisfied by decompositions of higher levels.
Definition 4 In a quotient algebra partition {PQ(B
[r])}, a t-p decomposition of the l-th-level
t[l]⊕p[l] is conducted on the subalgebra t[l−1] = t[l]⊕p[l] of a t-p decomposition of the (l−1)-th
level t[l−1] ⊕ p[l−1], where the subalgebra t[l] is a proper maximal subgroup of t[l−1] and the
subspace p[l] = t[l−1] − t[l] the coset of t[l] in t[l−1], the partition {PQ(B
[r])} = t[0] ⊕ p[0] being
the decomposition of 0th level with p[0] = {0}.
The following covering relation is essential to the type decision of a decomposition.
Lemma 14 For a t-p decomposition of the l-th level t[l] ⊕ p[l] in su(N), 2
p−1 < N ≤ 2p and
1 < l ≤ p+ r + 1, there exists a t-p decomposition of the 1st level t[1] ⊕ p[1] endowed with the
coverings t[1] ⊃ t[l] and p[1] ⊃ p[l].
Proof. Assume the subalgebra t[l] is an l-th maximal subgroup of the quotient-algebra
partition of rank r {PQ(B
[r])} = {W ǫ(B,B[r]; i) : ∀B ∈ G(C), ǫ ∈ Z2, i ∈ Z
r
2} generated by
an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B[r] of a Cartan subalgebra C ⊂ su(N) under the tri-addition,
referring to Definition 4. The construction of a required 1st-level t[1] ⊕ p[1] decomposition
relies upon a chosen set Ml−1 = {W
ǫs(Bs,B
[r]; is) : 1 ≤ s ≤ l − 1} comprising a number
l − 1 of conditioned subspaces in {PQ(B
[r])} − t[l] ⊕ p[l]. This set is independent in the
sense that no subspace in Ml−1 is the tri-additive of any two other members in the set.
In addition, the subspaces in Ml−1 meet the disjoint criterion that the two tri-additives
W ǫs+ǫs′ (Bs⊓Bs′ ,B
[r]; is+is′) andW
ǫt+ǫt′ (Bt⊓Bt′ ,B
[r]; it+it′) belong to two distinct cosets
of t[l] for four arbitrary members W
ǫs(Bs,B
[r]; is), W
ǫs′ (Bs′ ,B
[r]; is′), W
ǫt(Bt,B
[r]; it) and
W ǫt′ (Bt′ ,B
[r]; it′) ∈ Ml−1. Let the subalgebra t[1] = Span{t[l],Ml−1} be spanned by t[l]
and Ml−1 and the subspace p[1] = Span{p[l],Ml−1} by p[l] and Ml−1. Thereupon the
composition t[1] ⊕ p[1] is a 1st-level t-p decomposition as demanded possessing the inclusions
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t[1] ⊃ t[l] and p[1] ⊃ p[l]. The explicit construction is recursive and delivered level by level as
follows.
Initiated with a set M1 = {W
ǫ1(B1,B
[r]; i1)} of one arbitrary conditioned subspace in
{PQ(B
[r])}−t[l]⊕p[l], the composition t[l−1]⊕p[l−1] of the subalgebra t[l−1] = Span{t[l],M1} =
{W ǫ+ǫ1(B⊓B1,B
[r]; i+ i1) : ∀W
ǫ(B,B[r]; i) ⊂ t[l]} and the coset p[l−1] = Span{p[l],M1} =
{W ǫ
′+ǫ1(B′ ⊓B1,B
[r]; i′ + i1) : ∀W
ǫ′(B′,B[r]; i′) ⊂ p[l]} of t[l−1] under the tri-addition is
an (l − 1)-th level t-p decomposition satisfying t[l−1] ⊃ t[l] and p[l−1] ⊃ p[l]. With another
choice of conditioned subspace W ǫ2(B2,B
[r]; i2) in {PQ(B
[r])} − t[l−1] ⊕ p[l−1] to form the
set M2 = {W
ǫs(Bs,B
[r]; is) : s = 1, 2}, the composition t[l−2] ⊕ p[l−2] of the subalgebra
t[l−2] = Span{t[l],M2} = {W
ǫ+ǫ2(B ⊓ B2,B
[r]; i + i2) : ∀W
ǫ(B,B[r]; i) ⊂ t[l−1]} and the
coset p[l−2] = Span{p[l],M2} = {W
ǫ′+ǫ2(B′ ⊓B2,B
[r]; i′ + i2) : ∀W
ǫ′(B′,B[r]; i′) ⊂ p[l−1]}
of t[l−2] is an (l−2)-th-level decomposition realizing the inclusions t[l−2] ⊃ t[l] and p[l−2] ⊃ p[l].
The procedure of constructing such t-p decompositions completes when a setMl−1 is yielt and
a required 1st-level decomposition is obtained. Notice that it is plain to verify the compliance
of a t-p decomposition t[k]⊕ p[k] so achieved at every level, 1 ≤ k < l, with the decomposition
condition [t[k], t[k]] ⊂ t[k], [t[k], p[k]] ⊂ p[k], [p[k], p[k]] ⊂ t[k] and Tr{t[k]p[k]} = 0. The proof
ends. ✷
Lemma 15 For a 1st-level t-p decomposition t[1]⊕p[1] and an l-th-level decomposition t[l]⊕p[l]
having the inclusions t[1] ⊃ t[l] and p[1] ⊃ p[l], the four occasions hold for the two maximal
abelian subalgebras A[1] of p[1] and A[l] of p[l] that A[1] is a Cartan subalgebra C if so is A[l],
A[1] is C or a 1st maximal bi-subalgebra B
[1] of C if A[l] is an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra of
B[r] ⊂ B[1] ⊂ C with r ≥ 1, A[1] is C or the coset B
[1,1] of B[1] in C if A[l] is B
[1,1], and
finally A[1] is C, B
[1] or B[1,1] if A[l] is a coset B
[r′,i] of an r′-th maximal bi-subalgebra of
B[r] ⊂ B[1] ⊂ C with r′ ≥ 2 and i 6= 0.
Proof. Suppose that t[l] is a subgroup and p[l] a coset of t[l] of the rank-s quotient-algebra
partition {PQ(B
[s])} generated by an s-th maximal bi-subalgebraB[s] of a Cartan subalgebra
C′ under the tri-addition, 0 ≤ s ≤ p, cf. Definition 4. Based on the proof of Lemma 14, a
set of l − 1 indepedent conditioned subspaces M = {W ǫt(Bt,B
[s]; jt) : 1 ≤ t ≤ l − 1} can
be chosen from {PQ(B
[s])} − t[l] ⊕ p[l] to form the 1st-level decomposition t[1] ⊕ p[1] with
t[1] = Span{t[l],M} and p[1] = Span{p[l],M}. The proof will divided into two occasions that
A[l] is a bi-subalgebra C or B
[r] with r ≥ 1, or A[l] is the coset B
[1,1] or B[r
′,i] with r′ ≥ 2
and i 6= 0.
On the first occasion, if A[l] is the Cartan subalgebra C, the l−1 subspaces ofM are chosen
arbitrarily from {PQ(B
[s])}− t[l]⊕p[l] to form p[1]. Here, the maximal abelian subalgebra A[1]
must be a Cartan subalgebra C′ identical to C or to another Cartan subalgebra by composing
B[s] and other conditioned subspaces of p[1] as in the proof of Lemmas 28 and 29 in [3]. If
A[l] is the r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[r], two cases for the independent set M should be
considered. One case is to choose M consisting of the p − s subspaces W ǫm(Bm,B
[s]; jm)
obeying the condition Bm ∩ B
[r] = B[r] for 1 ≤ m ≤ p − s and the remaining subspaces
following Bn ∩B
[r] 6= B[r] for p − s < n ≤ l − 1. The other case is to choose M composed
of the t = p− s− 1 subspaces of M satisfying Bt ∩B
[r] = B[r] for 1 ≤ t ≤ p− s− 1 and the
remaining having Bt ∩B
[r] 6= B[r]. One thus derives that the maximal abelian subalgebra
A[1] ⊂ p[1] is a Cartan subalgebra C
′ in the first case and is a 1st maximal bi-subalgebra B′[1]
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of C′ in the latter case. Likewise, C′ (or B′[1]) is equal to C (or B[1]), or to another Cartan
subalgebra (or another 1st maximal bi-subalgebra) by composing B[s] with other conditioned
subspaces in p[1], referring to the proofs of Lemmas 28 and 29 in [3].
On the other occasion, ifA[l] is the cosetB
[1,1] ofB[1], the maximal abelian subalgebraA[1]
is also the coset B[1,1] via a similar argument on the 1st occasion of A[l] = B
[r] except the bi-
subalgebra B[s] =W 1(B[1],B[s];0) being obligated to be in M and B[s] ⊂ t[1]. While A[1] is
the Cartan subalgebra C′ as B[s] is not inM but in p[1] to form C
′ through a similar argument
on the 1st occasion. Finally, if A[l] is a cosetB
[r′,i] ofB[r
′] with r′ ≥ 2 and i 6= 0, the maximal
abelian subalgebra A[1] is the coset B
[1,1] when the bi-subalgebra B[s] = W ǫ1(B1,B
[s]; j1)
is in M and B[s] ⊂ t[1] together with a similar argument on the 1st occasion. Yet, A[1] is a
Cartan subalgebra C′ (or a 1st maximal bi-subalgebra B′[1]) as B[s] is not in M but in p[1]
to form C′ (or B′[1]) by a similar argument on the 1st occasion. ✷
This consequence will be applied to decide the type of an l-th-level decomposition.
To factorize a unitary action U ∈ SU(N), 2p−1 < N ≤ 2p, it is necessary to prepare level
by level a series of Cartan decompositions and to decide the type of the decomposition at each
level. The type of a 1st-level t-p su(N) = t[1] ⊕ p[1], as stated in Theorem 4 of [3], is decided
by the maximal abelian subalgebra a of p[1] according to a concise law: the decomposition
su(N) = t[1]⊕p[1] is a Cartan decomposition of typeAI if a is a Cartan subalgebra C ⊂ su(N),
of typeAII if a is a proper maximal bi-subalgebraB of C, or of typeAIII if a is a complement
Bc = C −B. An extended version of this law applicable to succeeding levels is the foucs of
the continued discussion.
Granted by the KAK theorem [5], a unitary action U ∈ SU(2p) can be factorized into the
form U = K[1],0AK[1],1 due to a Cartan decomposition su(2
p) = t[1] ⊕ p[1]. Herein the factor
A = eia[0] is the exponential mapping of a vector a[0] of a maximal abelian subalgebra a in the
subspace p[1] and K[1],s = e
its is contributed by a vector ts of the subalgebra t[1] for s ∈ Z2.
The calculation of the factorization is in practice realized only on the occasion of the intrinsic
Cartan decomposition tˆ[1] ⊕ pˆ[1] [1–3]. For other occasions, the decomposition t[1] ⊕ p[1] must
first be mapped to the intrinsic by a conjugate transformation fulfilling tˆ[1] = Qt[1]Q
† and
pˆ[1] = Qp[1]Q
† via a operator Q ∈ SU(2p), which is explicitly written in Appendix 2 of [3]. Let
the calculation proceed on the modified factorization Uˆ = QUQ† = Kˆ[1],0AˆKˆ[1],1 and then the
desired factorization is arrived through the reverse mapping U = Q†UˆQ with Aˆ = QAQ† and
Kˆ[1],s = QK[1],sQ
†, s ∈ Z2. The matrix computation of the factorization Uˆ = Kˆ[1],0AˆKˆ[1],1
due to the intrinsic decomposition tˆ[1] ⊕ pˆ[1] is carried out within the bilinear constraint
Kˆ[1],sMKˆ
t
[1],s = M (or Kˆ[1],sMKˆ
†
[1],s = M), where the metric M is a 2
p × 2p invertible real
symmetric matrix and the factor Aˆ is also real and symmetric [4–7].
One type of intrinsic Cartan decomposition tˆ[1]⊕ pˆ[1] is associated with one distinct metric
M . When the metric M = MI = I = S
0
0
is the identity matrix, the factorization Uˆ =
Kˆ[1],0AˆKˆ[1],1 is the well-known Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) requiring computation
over the relations Kˆ[1],sKˆ
t
[1],s = I for s ∈ Z2, whose factor Aˆ is the exponential mapping of a
vector in the maximal abelian subalgebra aˆ = {Sζ
0
: ∀ ζ ∈ Zp2} ⊂ pˆ[1] consisting of all diagonal
generators of su(2p). The intrinsic Cartan decomposition tˆ[1] ⊕ pˆ[1] causing SVD is of type
AI with the subalgebra tˆ[1] = tˆI = so(2
p) [3]. The KAK factorization is called the Symplectic
Decomposition (SpD) as M = MII = J2p−1 = S
ζ0
α0
, here the strings ζ0 = α0 = 10 · · · 0 ∈ Z
p
2
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having only one single nonzero bit at the leftmost digit. The components Kˆ[1],s comply
with the constraint Kˆ[1],sJ2p−1Kˆ
t
[1],sJ
t
2p−1 = I and the factor Aˆ is evolved by a vector of
the maximal abelian subalgebra aˆ = {Sη
0
: ∀ η ∈ Zp2 , η · α0 = 0} ⊂ pˆ[1]. The corresponding
intrinsic decomposition is a typeAII with the subalgebra tˆII = sp(2
p−1). Finally, the intrinsic
type-AIII decomposition, bearing the subalgebra tˆIII = c⊗ su(2
p−1)⊗ su(2p−1) of the center
c = {Sζ0
0
}, leads to the factorization known as the Cosine-Sine Decomposition (CSD), which
is associated with the metric M = MIII = I2p−1,2p−1 = S
ζ0
0
. Its component computation is
guided by the identity Kˆ[1],sI2p−1,2p−1Kˆ
†
[1],sI2p−1,2p−1 = I and the factor Aˆ is the contribution
of a vector in the maximal abelian subalgebra aˆ = {Sζα0 : ∀ ζ ∈ Z
p
2} ⊂ pˆ[1]. For the convenience
of below expositions, the letters AΩ will stand for the type index AI, AII or AIII.
The action U admits further factorizations owing to decompositions of higher levels. As
a result of decomposing the subalgebra t[1] = t[2] ⊕ p[2] into a t-p decomposition of the
2nd level by the KAK theorem again, the component K[1],s is factorized into the form
K[1],s = K[2],s0A[1],sK[2],s1 , here s ∈ Z2 and sǫ = s ◦ ǫ being a concatenation of s and
ǫ ∈ Z2. Likewise, the factor A[1],s is the exponential evolution of a vector of a maximal
abelian subalgebra in the subspace p[2] and K[2],sǫ contributed by a vector of the subalgebra
t[2]. By Lemma 14 there must exist a 1st-level t-p decomposition tΩ2⊕pΩ2 such that tΩ2 ⊃ t[2]
and pΩ2 ⊃ p[2]. Suppose tΩ2 ⊕ pΩ2 is a type AΩ2. Similar to the case at the 1st level, the key
step of the KAK factorization is practiced only according to the intrinsic Cartan decomposi-
tion. The calculation is conducted on the modified version Kˆ[1],s = Kˆ[2],s0Aˆ[1],sKˆ[2],s1 under
the constraint Kˆ[2],s0MΩ2Kˆ
t
[2],s1
= MΩ2 (or Kˆ[2],s0MΩ2Kˆ
†
[2],s1
= MΩ2) with the associated
metric MΩ2 . After the calculation completes, each factorization component at the 2nd level
is delivered by the reverse mapping K[1],s = Q
†
Ω2
Kˆ[1],sQΩ2 ; here QΩ2 is the operator mapping
tΩ2⊕pΩ2 into the intrinsic tˆΩ2⊕pˆΩ2 [3] via the conjugate transformation Aˆ[1],s = QΩ2A[1],sQ
†
Ω2
and Kˆ[2],sǫ = QΩ2K[2],sǫQ
†
Ω2
. Based on the allowed factorization of this choice, it is legitimate
to label the 2nd-level decomposition t[2] ⊕ p[2] as a type AΩ2. When the decomposition goes
forward to the l-th level, l > 2, the major task to accomplish is the recursive factorization
K[l−1],s = K[l],s0A[l−1],sK[l],s1 owing to a t-p decomposition t[l]⊕p[l] of this level, s ∈ Z
l−1
2 and
sǫ = s ◦ ǫ for ǫ ∈ Z2. Similarly, there exists a 1st-level decomposition tΩl ⊕ pΩl supporting the
coverings tΩl ⊃ t[l] and pΩl ⊃ p[l]. Suppose tΩl ⊕ pΩl is a type AΩl and let the factorization
proceed exactly follow the same recipe employed at the 2nd level. The decomposition t[l]⊕p[l]
is then considered of type AΩl, although the choice is not unique.
Furnished with the factorization recipe as above, a decomposition can be identified in the
type with a 1st level supporting subspace coverings.
Definition 5 A t-p decomposition of the l-th level t[l]⊕ p[l] in the Lie algebra su(N), 2
p−1 <
N ≤ 2p and 1 < l ≤ p, is a Cartan decomposition of type AΩ, if there exists a 1st-level t-p
decomposition su(N) = tΩ ⊕ pΩ of the same type AΩ bearing the inclusions t[l] ⊆ tΩ and
p[l] ⊆ pΩ; the type AΩ is referring to the type AI, AII or AIII.
In other words, the type assigned to the subalgebra t[l] is offered by a choice of a 1st maximal
subgroup tΩ respecting the condition that the the former subalgebra is an (l− 1)-th maximal
subgroup of the latter under the tri-addition. When necessary, a type once chosen can be
preserved throughout a serial of decompositions.
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Lemma 16 For every l-th-level t-p decomposition t[l]⊕ p[l] of type AΩ in su(N), l > 1, there
exist a serial of t-p decompositions t[k] ⊕ p[k] of the same type AΩ, from the 1st to the l-th
level, respecting the condition that every t[k] is a proper maximal subgroup of t[k−1] under the
tri-addition and p[k] ⊂ p[k−1] for all 1 < k ≤ l.
Proof. Since t[l]⊕p[l] is a type AΩ, there exists a 1st-level decomposition tΩ⊕pΩ of the same
type holding the coverings tΩ ⊃ t[l] and pΩ ⊃ p[l] according to Definition 5. A such serial of
t-p decompositions t[k]⊕ p[k], 1 < k ≤ l, can be constructed following the similar procedure of
recursion as shown in the proof of Lemma 14. By taking an arbitrary conditioned subspace
W ǫ1(B1,B
[r]; i1) in tΩ− t[l] for a coset p
′
[l] = {W
ǫ1+ǫ(B1 ⊓B,B
[r]; i1+ i) : ∀W
ǫ(B,B[r]; i) ∈
t[l]} of t[l] under the tri-addition, the composition t[l−1] = t[l]⊕p
′
[l] forms an (l−1)-th maximal
subgroup of the given quotient-algebra partition and belongs to tΩ. In addition, with the
subspace p′′[l] = {W
ǫ1+σ(B1 ⊓B
†,B[r]; i1 + j) : ∀W
σ(B†,B[r]; j) ∈ p[l]} being another coset
of t[l] under the tri-addition, the composition p[l−1] = p[l] ⊕ p
′′
[l] is a coset of t[l−1] and a
subset of pΩ, recalling a rule of decomposition condition [tΩ, pΩ] ⊂ pΩ. Thus, the composition
t[l−1]⊕p[l−1] is of type AΩ. Let this procedure be recursively performed, which then produces
a serial of decompositions t[k] ⊕ p[k] of the same type as demanded for 1 < k ≤ l. ✷
By Lemmas 14 and 15, when the maximal abelian subalgebras of the subspace p[l] of an
l-th-level t-p decomposition t[l] ⊕ p[l] is given, there exists a 1st-level decomposition t[1] ⊕ p[1]
to have the inclusions t[1] ⊃ t[l] and p[1] ⊃ p[l]. Thus, together with Definition 5, it is no
difficult to extend the rule of type decision to decompositions of levels beyond the 1st.
Theorem 4 For an l-th-level t-p decomposition t[l]⊕p[l] of a rank-r quotient-algebra partition
over su(N), 2p−1 < N ≤ 2p, 0 ≤ r ≤ p and 1 < l ≤ p + r, the decomposition is a Cartan
decomposition of type AI if the maximal abelian subalgebra A of the subspace p[l] is a Cartan
subalgebra C ⊂ su(N), is a type AI or AIII if A is the coset B[1,1] of a 1st maximal bi-
subalgebra B[1] in C, is a type AI or AII if A is an r′-th maximal bi-subalgebra B[r
′] of C for
1 ≤ r′ ≤ p, or is one of the three types AI, AII and AIII if A is a coset of an r′′-th maximal
bi-subalgebra B[r
′′] in C for 1 < r′′ ≤ p.
Proof. This theorem is a direct consequence of Lemmas 14 and 15 as well as Definition 5.
✷
There hence implies the nonunique freedom of types choosing at each decomposition level
during factorizing a unitary action.
A series of t-p decompositions in strict accord with the abelian-group structure of a quotient
algebra partition and halting at an abelian subalgebra establish a t-p decomposition sequence.
Definition 6 Denoted as seqtp(t[M ]), a t-p decomposition sequence of length M consists of
a series of t-p decompositions t[l] ⊕ p[l] from the 1st to the M -th level in a quotient-algebra
partition of the Lie algebra su(N), 2p−1 < N ≤ 2p and 1 ≤ l ≤ M , where su(N) = t[0] =
t[1] ⊕ p[1] and p[0] = {0}, the subalgebra t[l] is a proper maximal subgroup of t[l−1] under the
tri-addition with the complement p[l] = t[l−1] − t[l], every t[l′] for 1 ≤ l
′ < M is nonabelian
and only the subalgebra t[M ] at the final level is abelian.
The length of a decomposition sequence is bounded between the rank of the partition and the
power of the algebra’s dimension.
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Lemma 17 A quotient-algebra partition of rank r of the Lie algebra su(N), 2p−1 < N ≤ 2p
and 0 ≤ r ≤ p, admits t-p decomposition sequences of lengths ranging from p to p+ r.
Proof. It will be shown first there has no decomposition sequence of length shorter than p;
namely, every subalgebra t[k] of a decomposition t[k] ⊕ p[k] at the k-th level for 1 ≤ k < p
is nonabelian. In the quotient-algebra partition of rank r {PQ(B
[r])} = {W ǫ(B,B[r]; i) :
∀B ∈ G(C), ǫ ∈ Z2 and i ∈ Z
r
2} generated by an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B
[r] of a Car-
tan subalgebra C ⊂ su(N), consider a maximal abelian subalgebra C′ =
⋃
i∈Zr2
W 1(C,B[r]; i)
formed by a number 2r of non-null conditioned subspaces. A fact is revealed that the subal-
gebra t[p] = {W
0(C,B[r]; i),W 1(C,B[r]; i) : ∀ i ∈ Zr2} is the smallest subgroup of {PQ(B
[r])}
under the tri-addition which is abelian as well as a superset of C′. Thus, every subalgebra
t[k] of a sequence in {PQ(B
[r])} as 1 ≤ k < p is nonabelian and per Definition 6 there is no
decomposition sequence of length shorter than p.
However, there always exist decomposition sequences of lengths ranging from p to p + r.
Let the construction begin with a sequence of length p + r. In {PQ(B
[r])}, the subalgebra
t[p+r] = {W
0(C,B[r];0),W ǫ(B,B[r]; i)} comprising the group identity W 0(C,B[r];0) = {0}
and a non-null subspace W ǫ(B,B[r]; i) is a smallest abelian subgroup under the tri-addition.
With another choice of non-null conditioned subspace W σ(B1,B
[r]; j), the subspace p[p+r] =
{W σ+τ (B1⊓B
′,B[r]; j+s) : ∀W τ (B′,B[r]; s) ∈ t[p+r]} corresponds to a coset of t[p+r]. Their
composition t[p+r−1] = t[p+r]⊕p[p+r] is nonabelian provided the two subspacesW
σ(B1,B
[r]; j)
and t[p+r] do not commute. Consequently every subalgebra t[K[1],1] ⊃ t[p+r−1] for 1 ≤ K[1],1 <
p + r − 1 is nonabelian too. Hereby, one t-p decomposition sequence of length p + r with
t[p+r] ⊕ p[p+r] at the final level is obtained.
A decomposition sequence of length p+ r − 1 is created undertaking similar steps. Given
an abelian subalgebra t[p+r], the composition t[p+r−1] = t[p+r]⊕ p
†
[p+r] of the subalgebra t[p+r]
and its coset p†[p+r] = {W
ν+τ (B2 ⊓ B
′,B[r];m + s) : ∀W τ (B′,B[r]; s) ∈ t[p+r]} is abelian
by picking some conditioned subspace W ν(B2,B
[r];m) commuting with t[p+r]. Then, a non-
abelian subalgebra t[p+r−2] = t[p+r−1] ⊕ p[p+r−1] with p[p+r−1] being a coset of t[p+r−1] is
rendered as long as [t[p+r−1], p[p+r−1]] 6= 0. By the same token, due to the nonabelianness of
every subalgebra t[k2] ⊃ t[p+r−2] at the k2-th level as 1 ≤ k2 < p + r − 2, a decomposition
sequence of length p + r − 1 is thus built. Recursively this procedure can generates decom-
position sequences of lengths from p + r to p. The construction terminates at the length p,
because as aforesaid there always have abelian subalgebras t[p] but every subalgebra t[k] in a
sequence for 1 ≤ k < p is nonabelian. ✷
Thus, the Lie algebra su(2p) has decomposition sequences from the shortest of length p to
the longest 2p.
Based on Theorem 5 in [3], a 1st-level t-p decomposition determined in a quotient-algebra
of rank r is reconstructed in that of rank higher than r. A such reconstruction is applicable
to a t-p decomposition of the l-th level since a quotient-algebra partition can be partitioned
into a quotient-algebra partition of a higher rank.
Lemma 18 A t-p decomposition of the l-th level decided in the quotient-algebra partition of
rank r generated by an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B[r] of a Cartan subalgebra C ⊂ su(N),
2p−1 < N ≤ 2p, is a decomposition of the same level in the partition of a higher rank generated
by an r′-th maximal bi-subalgebra B[r
′] ⊂ B[r] of C, 0 ≤ r < r′ ≤ p and 1 ≤ l ≤ p+ r + 1.
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Proof. The quotient algebra partition {PQ(B
[r])} generated by B[r] allows a further parti-
tioning into the partition of a higher rank {PQ(B
[r′])} generated by B[r
′]. The partitioning
is obtained by the fact that every conditioned subspace W ǫ(B,B[r]; i) in {PQ(B
[r])} can
split into 2r
′−r conditioned subspaces W ǫ(B,B[r
′]; i′) in {PQ(B
[r′])}, here B ∈ G(C), i ∈ Zr2
and i′ ∈ Zr
′
2 . Since the subalgebra t[l] and the subspace p[l] of an l-th-level decomposition
t[l]⊕ p[l] both comprise the conditioned subspaces in {PQ(B
[r])}, the decomposition t[l] ⊕ p[l]
is simply a t-p decomposition of the same level consisting of the refined conditioned subspaces
in {PQ(B
[r′])}. ✷
As an implication of Lemma 18, a t-p decomposition sequence decided in a quotient-algebra
partition of rank r is reconstructed in that of a higher rank.
Theorem 5 A t-p decomposition sequence in the quotient-algebra partition generated by an
r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B[r] of a Cartan subalgebra C in the Lie algebra su(N), 2p−1 <
N ≤ 2p, can also be constructed in the partition of a higher rank generated by an r′-th maximal
bi-subalgebra B[r
′] ⊂ B[r] of C, 0 ≤ r < r′ ≤ p.
Proof. Let seqtp(t[M ]) = {t[l] ⊕ p[l]; l = 1, 2, · · · ,M} be a t-p decomposition sequence of the
lengthM decided in the quotient algebra partition generated byB[r]. Since the decomposition
of the l-th level t[l]⊕ p[l] ∈ seqtp(t[M ]) is a t-p decomposition of the same level in the partition
generated by B[r
′] ⊂ B[r] according to Lemma 18, the sequence seqtp(t[M ]) is rebuildable in
a more refined partition. ✷
Recovering a decomposition sequence in a higher-rank quotient-algebra partition is a direct
consequence of the above theorem.
Corollary 5 A decomposition sequence determined in the quotient-algebra partition generated
by an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra B[r] of a Cartan subalgebra C ⊂ su(N), 2p−1 < N ≤ 2p,
is recoverable in the partition generated by an r′-th maximal bi-subalgebras B[r
′] ⊂ B[r] of C,
0 ≤ r < r′ ≤ p.
It is apparent that all decomposition sequences are acquirable in the quotient algebra partition
of the highest rank.
Corollary 6 The complete set of decomposition sequences of the Lie algebra su(N), 2p−1 <
N ≤ 2p, is produced in the quotient-algebra partition of the highest rank p {PQ(B
[p])} gener-
ated by the p-th maximal bi-subalgebra B[p] = {S0
0
} of a Cartan subalgebra C ⊂ su(N).
Therefore, all admissible factorizations of a unitary action are derivable from the complete
set of decomposition sequences.
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Appendix A Universality of the QAP Structure in Lie Algebras
It is known that semisimple Lie algebras are classified into classical and exceptional Lie
algebras according to the so-called scheme of root system. As shown in [6], for a semisimple
Lie algebra g of rank l, there exists a Cartan subalgebra C = span{Hk : k = 1, 2, · · · , l} ⊂ g
spanned by a number l of independent commuting generators (vectors) Hk, such that every
generator Er ∈ g is associated with a unique l-dimensional real vector r = (r1, r2, · · · , rl) ∈ Rl
obeying [Hs, Er] = rsEr, termed as a root of g. These roots have to satisfy two criteria. One
is that a negative root −r is also a root, which is associated with the generator E−r fulfilling
[Er, E−r] 6= 0 and [Er, E−r] ∈ C. The other is that the addition r1+ r2 of two roots r1 and r2
is still a root if [Er1 , Er2 ] 6= 0 and is not a root if otherwise, Er1 and Er2 being the associated
generators of r1 and r2.
Let the two criteria be rephrased in the QAP structure of the partition {PQ(C)} generated
by C over g. To satisfy the 1st criterion, associated to a pair of roots r and −r, the generators
Er and E−r are respectively in conditioned subspaces W and Wˆ of a conjugate pair W =
W ∪ Wˆ in {PQ(C)}. For the 2nd criterion, assume the generators Er1 and Er2 of two roots
in conditioned subspaces W ǫ1 ⊂ W1 and W
σ
2 ⊂ W2, the parity indices ǫ and σ ∈ Z2. If the
addition r1+r2 is a root, its associated generator Er1+r2 belongs to the conditioned subspace
W ǫ+σ3 ⊂ W3 by the closure of conditioned subspaces [W
ǫ
1 ,W
σ
2 ] ⊂W
ǫ+σ
3 .
In the classification of semisimple Lie algebras [6], there have four types of root systems of
classical Lie algebras named A, B, C and D. Respectively written by unit vectors ei = (rih)
in Rl, rih = δih and 1 ≤ i, h ≤ l, the root systems of the four types are
Al−1, ei − ej , 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ l;
Dl, ±ei ± ej , 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ l, l > 3;
Bl, ±ei ± ej , ±ei, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ l, l > 2;
Cl, ±ei ± ej , ±2ei, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ l, l > 1, (A.1)
where Al−1 is the root system for type-A Lie algebra of rank l − 1, and Bl, Cl and Dl are
those for types B, C and D of rank l. In the following, examples of the four types are derive
from a unitary Lie algebra with dimension of a power of 2 [1,2], and each QAP complies with
the two aforesaid criteria. This demonstrates a general methodology to construct a QAP for
a classical and exceptional Lie algebra. The QAP structure of A4 is isomorphic to that of
su(4) as in [1] and is illustrated in Fig. A.1. The examples of remaining types D4, B3 and
C4 in Figs. A.2, A.3 and A.4 are respectively acquired from the QAP of su(8) through the
removing process [1, 2]. Note that only conjugate pairs are listed in the last two figures.
The QAP structure is also applicable to exceptional Lie algebras. For example, consider
the root system of the exceptional Lie algebra G2:
G2, ei − ej , ±(ei + ej − 2ek), 1 ≤ i 6= j 6= k ≤ 3. (A.2)
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CA3
W1 Ee1−e2 Ee3−e4 E−e1+e2 E−e3+e4 Wˆ1
W2 Ee1−e3 Ee2−e4 E−e1+e3 E−e2+e4 Wˆ2
W3 Ee1−e4 Ee2−e3 E−e1+e4 E−e2+e3 Wˆ3
Fig. A.1. The QAP structure of A3; each ei is a 4-dimensional real vector in the Euclidean space
R4 with the scalar 1 on the i-th component and 0 on the others, and this QAP is isomorphic to
that of su(4).
CD4
W1 Ee1±e2 Ee3±e4 E−(e1±e2) E−(e3±e4) Wˆ1
W2 Ee1±e3 Ee2±e4 E−(e1±e3) E−(e2±e4) Wˆ2
W3 Ee1±e4 Ee2±e3 E−(e1±e4) E−(e2±e3) Wˆ3
Fig. A.2. The QAP structure of D4, which is derived from the QAP of su(8) through the removing
process.
CB3
W1 E±(e1±e2) E±(e3±e4)
W2 E±(e1±e3) E±(e2±e4)
W3 E±(e1±e4) E±(e2±e3)
Fig. A.3. The partition of conjugate-pairs for the root system of B3; each conjugate-pair Wq can
further divide into two conditioned subspaces Wq and Wˆq via appropriately linear superposing the
generator in this pair, q = 1, 2, 3.
CC4
W1 Ee1±e2 Ee3±e4
W2 Ee1±e3 Ee2±e4
W3 Ee1±e4 Ee2±e3
W4 E±2e1 E±2e2 E±2e3 E±2e4
W5 E−(e1±e2) E−(e3±e4)
W6 E−(e1±e3) E−(e2±e4)
W7 E−(e1±e4) E−(e2±e3)
Fig. A.4. The partition of conjugate-pairs for the root system of C4; each conjugate-pair Wq can
further divide into two conditioned subspaces Wq and Wˆq via appropriately linear superposing the
roots in this pair, q = 1, 2, · · · , 7.
There derives the QAP of G2 from that of su(8) via the removing process, cf. Fig. A.5 with
a list of its conjugate pairs. The QAP structures of remaining exceptional Lie algebras F4,
E6, E7 and E8 [6] are derived via the same procedure.
Based on Ado’s theorem [5, 6], there is a faithful finite dimensional representation of g if
g is a finite dimensional Lie algebra over a field F = R or C. That is, there is an imbedding
g→ sl(N,F) in the Lie algebra sl(N,F) of the general Lie group SL(N,F) of a dimension N .
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CG2
W1 Ee1−e2 E−e1+e2 Ee1+e2−2e3 E−e1−e2+2e3
W2 Ee1−e3 E−e1+e3 Ee1−2e2+e3 E−e1+2e2−e3
W3 Ee2−e3 E−e2+e3 E2e1−e2−e3 E−2e1+e2+e3
Fig. A.5. The partition of conjugate-pairs for the root system of G2; each conjugate-pair Wq can
further divide into two conditioned subspaces Wq and Wˆq via appropriately linear superposing the
roots in this pair, q = 1, 2, 3.
The QAP structure is also applicable to sl(N).
Lemma 1 The Lie algebra sl(N), 2p−1 < N ≤ 2p, admits the structure of quotient algebra
partition of rank r generated by an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra of a Cartan subalgebra in sl(N),
0 ≤ r ≤ p.
Proof. This lemma is obvious because, similar to the unitary Lie algebra su(N), the gener-
ators of sl(N) with N = 2p is expressible in the s-representation. ✷
Theorem 6 The Lie algebra sl(N) = t⊕p admits a t-p decomposition composed of a compact
subalgebra t and noncompact subspace p, 2p−1 < N ≤ 2p.
Proof. According to the assertions in [1–3], the unitary Lie algebra su(N) permits t-p
decompositions su(N) = t⊕ pˆ in which both the subalgebra t and the subspace pˆ are compact.
By Lemma 1 and the Weyl’s unitarity trick [5,6], the decomposition t⊕ ipˆ with p = ipˆ of t⊕ pˆ
is a required t-p decomposition of sl(N). ✷
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Appendix B Figures of Merged and Detached Co-quotient Algebras
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(a)
B[r]
B[r,l] {0}
W (B1,B
[r]; s) {0}
{0} Wˆ (B1,B
[r]; sˆ)
W (Bm,B
[r]; i) Wˆ (Bm,B
[r]; i)
W (Bm,B
[r]; iˆ) Wˆ (Bm,B
[r]; iˆ)
W (Bn,B
[r]; j) Wˆ (Bn,B
[r]; j)
W (Bn,B
[r]; jˆ) Wˆ (Bn,B
[r]; jˆ)
(b)
B[r,l]
B[r] {0}
W (B1,B
[r]; s) Wˆ (B1,B
[r]; sˆ)
{0} {0}
W (Bm,B
[r]; iˆ) Wˆ (Bm,B
[r]; i)
W (Bm,B
[r]; i) Wˆ (Bm,B
[r]; iˆ)
W (Bn,B
[r]; jˆ) Wˆ (Bn,B
[r]; j)
W (Bn,B
[r]; j) Wˆ (Bn,B
[r]; jˆ)
(c)
B[r,l]
B[r−1] = B[r] ∪W (B1,B
[r]; s) Wˆ (B1,B
[r]; sˆ)
W (Bm,B
[r]; i) ∪W (Bn,B
[r]; j) Wˆ (Bm,B
[r]; iˆ) ∪ Wˆ (Bn,B
[r]; jˆ)
W (Bm,B
[r]; iˆ) ∪W (Bn,B
[r]; jˆ) Wˆ (Bm,B
[r]; i) ∪ Wˆ (Bn,B
[r]; j)
(d)
B[r,l]
Bˆ[r−1] = B[r] ∪ Wˆ (B1,B
[r]; sˆ) W (B1,B
[r]; s)
W (Bm,B
[r]; i) ∪ Wˆ (Bn,B
[r]; jˆ) Wˆ (Bm,B
[r]; iˆ) ∪W (Bn,B
[r]; j)
W (Bm,B
[r]; iˆ) ∪ Wˆ (Bn,B
[r]; j) Wˆ (Bm,B
[r]; i) ∪W (Bn,B
[r]; jˆ)
Fig. B.1. The quotient algebra of rank r {Q(B[r]; 2p+r − 1)} in (a) and the co-quotient algebra
of rank r {Q(B[r,l]; 2p+r − 22r−2)} in (b) respectively given by an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra
B[r] of a Cartan subalgebra C and the coset B[r,l], followed by two merged co-quotient algebras
of rank r acquired respectively by parallel merging in (c) and by crossing merging in (d); here
B1 = Bm ⊓Bn ⊃ B[r], B1 + B[r,l], 1 < m, n < 2p, s+ sˆ = i+ iˆ = j+ jˆ = l and s = i+ j = iˆ+ jˆ.
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(a)
B[r] =W (C,B[r];0)
W (B1,B
[r]; s) Wˆ (B1,B
[r]; s)
W (Bm,B
[r]; i) Wˆ (Bm,B
[r]; i)
W (Bn, B
[r]; j) Wˆ (Bn, B
[r]; j)
(b)
W (B1,B
[r]; s)
B[r] =W (C,B[r];0) Wˆ (B1,B
[r]; s)
W (Bm,B
[r]; i) Wˆ (Bn,B
[r]; j)
W (Bn,B
[r]; j) Wˆ (Bm,B
[r]; i)
(c)
W (B1,B
[r+1]; 0 ◦ 0)
B[r+1] =W (C,B[r+1]; 0 ◦ 0) Wˆ (B1,B
[r+1]; 0 ◦ s)
W ( C, B[r+1]; 1 ◦ 0) Wˆ (B1,B
[r+1]; 1 ◦ s)
W (Bm,B
[r+1]; 0 ◦ i) Wˆ (Bn,B
[r+1]; 0 ◦ j)
W (Bm,B
[r+1]; 1 ◦ i) Wˆ (Bn,B
[r+1]; 1 ◦ j)
W (Bn,B
[r+1]; 0 ◦ j) Wˆ (Bm,B
[r+1]; 0 ◦ i)
W (Bn,B
[r+1]; 1 ◦ j) Wˆ (Bm,B
[r+1]; 1 ◦ i)
(d)
W (B1,B[r+1]; 0 ◦ 0)
B[r+1] =W (C,B[r+1]; 0 ◦ 0) Wˆ (B1,B
[r+1]; 0 ◦ s)
Wˆ (B1,B
[r+1]; 1 ◦ s) W ( C, B[r+1]; 1 ◦ 0)
W (Bm,B
[r+1]; 0 ◦ i) Wˆ (Bn,B
[r+1]; 0 ◦ j)
Wˆ (Bn,B
[r+1]; 1 ◦ j) W (Bm,B
[r+1]; 1 ◦ i)
W (Bn,B
[r+1]; 0 ◦ j) Wˆ (Bm,B
[r+1]; 0 ◦ i)
Wˆ (Bm,B
[r+1]; 1 ◦ i) W (Bn,B
[r+1]; 1 ◦ j)
Fig. B.2. The quotient algebra of rank r {Q(B[r]; 2p+r − 1)} in (a) and the co-quotient algebra of
rank r {Q(W (B1,B[r]; i1); 2p+r − 1)} in (b) respectively given by an r-th maximal bi-subalgebra
B[r] of a Cartan subalgebra C and a regular conditioned subspace W (B1,B[r]; s) ∈ {Q(B[r])},
followed by two detached co-quotient algebra of rank r + 1 acquired respectively by parallel de-
taching in (c) and by crossing detaching in (d); here B1 = Bm ⊓Bn + B[r], B[r+1] = B1 ∩B[r]
is a proper maximal bi-subalgebra of B[r], 1 < m, n < 2p, s = i+ j for i, j, s ∈ Zr2 and ǫ ◦ i is the
concatenation of two strings ǫ ∈ Z2 and i ∈ Zr2 .
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Appendix C Tables of Quotient and Co-Quotient Algebras
C[0]
S000000 , S
001
000 , S
010
000 , S
011
000 , S
100
000 , S
101
000 , S
110
000 , S
111
000
W (B001) S
000
001 , S
010
001 , S
100
001 , S
110
001 S
001
001 , S
011
001 , S
101
001 , S
111
001 Wˆ (B001)
W (B010) S
000
010 , S
001
010 , S
100
010 , S
101
010 S
010
010 , S
011
010 , S
110
010 , S
111
010 Wˆ (B010)
W (B011) S
000
011 , S
011
011 , S
100
011 , S
111
011 S
001
011 , S
010
011 , S
101
011 , S
110
011 Wˆ (B011)
W (B100) S
000
100 , S
001
100 , S
010
100 , S
011
100 S
100
100 , S
101
100 , S
110
100 , S
111
100 Wˆ (B100)
W (B101) S
000
101 , S
010
101 , S
101
101 , S
111
101 S
001
101 , S
011
101 , S
100
101 , S
110
101 Wˆ (B101)
W (B110) S
000
110 , S
001
110 , S
110
110 , S
111
110 S
010
110 , S
011
110 , S
100
110 , S
101
110 Wˆ (B110)
W (B111) S
000
111 , S
011
111 , S
101
111 , S
110
111 S
001
111 , S
010
111 , S
100
111 , S
111
111 Wˆ (B111)
B001 = { S
000
000 ,S
010
000 ,S
100
000 ,S
110
000 }, B100 = { S
000
000 ,S
001
000 ,S
010
000 ,S
011
000 },
B010 = { S
000
000 ,S
001
000 ,S
100
000 ,S
101
000 }, B101 = { S
000
000 ,S
010
000 ,S
101
000 ,S
111
000 },
B011 = { S
000
000 ,S
011
000 ,S
100
000 ,S
111
000 }, B110 = { S
000
000 ,S
001
000 ,S
110
000 ,S
111
000 },
B111 = { S
000
000 ,S
011
000 ,S
101
000 ,S
110
000 }.
Fig. C.1. The intrinsic quotient algebra of rank zero given by the intrinsic Cartan subalgebra
C[0] ⊂ su(8).
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B
[1]
intr
S000000 ,S
001
000 ,S
010
000 ,S
011
000
B
[1,1]
intr = C[0] −B
[1]
intr S
100
000 ,S
101
000 ,S
110
000 ,S
111
000 {0}
W (B100,B
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
100 ,S
001
100 ,S
010
100 ,S
011
100 {0} Wˆ (B100,B
[1]
intr; 0)
W (B100,B
[1]
intr ; 1) {0} S
100
100 ,S
101
100 ,S
110
100 ,S
111
100 Wˆ (B100,B
[1]
intr; 1)
W (B001,B
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
001 ,S
010
001 S
001
001 ,S
011
001 Wˆ (B001,B
[1]
intr; 0)
W (B001,B
[1]
intr ; 1) S
100
001 ,S
110
001 S
101
001 ,S
111
001 Wˆ (B001,B
[1]
intr; 1)
W (B101,B
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
101 ,S
010
101 S
001
101 ,S
011
101 Wˆ (B101,B
[1]
intr; 0)
W (B101,B
[1]
intr ; 1) S
101
101 ,S
111
101 S
100
101 ,S
110
101 Wˆ (B101,B
[1]
intr; 1)
W (B010,B
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
010 ,S
001
010 S
010
010 ,S
011
010 Wˆ (B010,B
[1]
intr; 0)
W (B010,B
[1]
intr ; 1) S
100
010 ,S
101
010 S
110
010 ,S
111
010 Wˆ (B010,B
[1]
intr; 1)
W (B110,B
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
110 ,S
001
110 S
010
110 ,S
011
110 Wˆ (B110,B
[1]
intr; 0)
W (B110,B
[1]
intr ; 1) S
110
110 ,S
111
110 S
100
110 ,S
101
110 Wˆ (B110,B
[1]
intr; 1)
W (B011,B
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
011 ,S
011
011 S
001
011 ,S
010
011 Wˆ (B011,B
[1]
intr; 0)
W (B011,B
[1]
intr ; 1) S
100
011 ,S
111
011 S
101
011 ,S
110
011 Wˆ (B011,B
[1]
intr; 1)
W (B111,B
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
111 ,S
011
111 S
001
111 ,S
010
111 Wˆ (B111,B
[1]
intr; 0)
W (B111,B
[1]
intr ; 1) S
101
111 ,S
110
111 S
100
111 ,S
111
111 Wˆ (B111,B
[1]
intr; 1)
Fig. C.2. The intrinsic quotient algebra of rank one given by the intrinsic center subalgebra
B
[1]
intr
= B
[1,0]
intr
= B100 ⊂ C[0] ⊂ su(8).
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B
[1,1]
intr
S100000 ,S
101
000 ,S
110
000 ,S
111
000
B
[1]
intr S
000
000 ,S
001
000 ,S
010
000 ,S
011
000 {0}
W (B100,B
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
100 ,S
001
100 ,S
010
100 ,S
011
100 S
100
100 ,S
101
100 ,S
110
100 ,S
111
100 Wˆ (B100,B
[1]
intr ; 1)
W (B100,B
[1]
intr ; 1) {0} {0} Wˆ (B100,B
[1]
intr ; 0)
W (B001,B
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
001 ,S
010
001 S
101
001 ,S
111
001 Wˆ (B001,B
[1]
intr ; 1)
W (B001,B
[1]
intr ; 1) S
100
001 ,S
110
001 S
001
001 ,S
011
001 Wˆ (B001,B
[1]
intr ; 0)
W (B101,B
[1]
intr ; 1) S
101
101 ,S
111
101 S
001
101 ,S
011
101 Wˆ (B101,B
[1]
intr ; 0)
W (B101,B
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
101 ,S
010
101 S
100
101 ,S
110
101 Wˆ (B101,B
[1]
intr ; 1)
W (B010,B
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
010 ,S
001
010 S
110
010 ,S
111
010 Wˆ (B010,B
[1]
intr ; 1)
W (B010,B
[1]
intr ; 1) S
100
010 ,S
101
010 S
010
010 ,S
011
010 Wˆ (B010,B
[1]
intr ; 0)
W (B110,B
[1]
intr ; 1) S
110
110 ,S
111
110 S
010
110 ,S
011
110 Wˆ (B110,B
[1]
intr ; 0)
W (B110,B
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
110 ,S
001
110 S
100
110 ,S
101
110 Wˆ (B110,B
[1]
intr ; 1)
W (B011,B
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
011 ,S
011
011 S
101
011 ,S
110
011 Wˆ (B011,B
[1]
intr ; 1)
W (B011,B
[1]
intr ; 1) S
100
011 ,S
111
011 S
001
011 ,S
010
011 Wˆ (B011,B
[1]
intr ; 0)
W (B111,B
[1]
intr ; 1) S
101
111 ,S
110
111 S
001
111 ,S
010
111 Wˆ (B111,B
[1]
intr ; 0)
W (B111,B
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
111 ,S
011
111 S
100
111 ,S
111
111 Wˆ (B111,B
[1]
intr ; 1)
Fig. C.3. The co-quotient algebra of rank one given by the coset B
[1,1]
intr = C[0] −B
[1]
intr ⊂ su(8).
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B
[1]
can
S000000 ,S
010
000 ,S
100
000 ,S
110
000
B
[1,1]
can S001000 ,S
011
000 ,S
101
000 ,S
111
000 {0}
W (B001,B
[1]
can; 0) S000001 ,S
010
001 ,S
100
001 ,S
110
001 {0} Wˆ (B001,B
[1]
can; 0)
W (B001,B
[1]
can; 1) {0} S101001 ,S
111
001 ,S
001
001 ,S
011
001 Wˆ (B001,B
[1]
can; 1)
W (B010,B
[1]
can; 0) S000010 ,S
100
010 S
010
010 ,S
110
010 Wˆ (B010,B
[1]
can; 0)
W (B010,B
[1]
can; 1) S001010 ,S
101
010 S
011
010 ,S
111
010 Wˆ (B010,B
[1]
can; 1)
W (B011,B
[1]
can; 0) S000011 ,S
100
011 S
010
011 ,S
110
011 Wˆ (B011,B
[1]
can; 0)
W (B011,B
[1]
can; 1) S011011 ,S
111
011 S
001
011 ,S
101
011 Wˆ (B011,B
[1]
can; 1)
W (B100,B
[1]
can; 0) S000100 ,S
010
100 S
100
100 ,S
110
100 Wˆ (B100,B
[1]
can; 0)
W (B100,B
[1]
can; 1) S001100 ,S
011
100 S
101
100 ,S
111
100 Wˆ (B100,B
[1]
can; 1)
W (B101,B
[1]
can; 0) S000101 ,S
010
101 S
100
101 ,S
110
101 Wˆ (B101,B
[1]
can; 0)
W (B101,B
[1]
can; 1) S101101 ,S
111
101 S
100
101 ,S
110
101 Wˆ (B101,B
[1]
can; 1)
W (B110,B
[1]
can; 0) S000110 ,S
110
110 S
010
110 ,S
100
110 Wˆ (B110,B
[1]
can; 0)
W (B110,B
[1]
can; 1) S001110 ,S
111
110 S
011
110 ,S
101
110 Wˆ (B110,B
[1]
can; 1)
W (B111,B
[1]
can; 0) S000111 ,S
110
111 S
010
111 ,S
100
111 Wˆ (B111,B
[1]
can; 0)
W (B111,B
[1]
can; 1) S011111 ,S
101
111 S
001
111 ,S
111
111 Wˆ (B111,B
[1]
can; 1)
Fig. C.4. The canonical quotient algebra of rank one given by the canonical center subalgebra
B
[1]
can = B
[1,0]
can = B001 ⊂ C[0] ⊂ su(8).
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B
[1,1]
can
S001000 ,S
011
000 ,S
101
000 ,S
111
000
B
[1]
can S000000 ,S
010
000 ,S
100
000 ,S
110
000 {0}
W (B001,B
[1]
can; 0) S000001 ,S
010
001 ,S
100
001 ,S
110
001 S
101
001 ,S
111
001 ,S
001
001 ,S
011
001 Wˆ (B001,B
[1]
can; 1)
W (B001,B
[1]
can; 1) {0} {0} Wˆ (B001,B
[1]
can; 0)
W (B010,B
[1]
can; 0) S000010 ,S
100
010 S
011
010 ,S
111
010 Wˆ (B010,B
[1]
can; 1)
W (B010,B
[1]
can; 1) S001010 ,S
101
010 S
010
010 ,S
110
010 Wˆ (B010,B
[1]
can; 0)
W (B011,B
[1]
can; 1) S011011 ,S
111
011 S
010
011 ,S
110
011 Wˆ (B011,B
[1]
can; 0)
W (B011,B
[1]
can; 0) S000011 ,S
100
011 S
001
011 ,S
101
011 Wˆ (B011,B
[1]
can; 1)
W (B100,B
[1]
can; 0) S000100 ,S
010
100 S
101
100 ,S
111
100 Wˆ (B100,B
[1]
can; 1)
W (B100,B
[1]
can; 1) S001100 ,S
011
100 S
100
100 ,S
110
100 Wˆ (B100,B
[1]
can; 0)
W (B101,B
[1]
can; 1) S101101 ,S
111
101 S
100
101 ,S
110
101 Wˆ (B101,B
[1]
can; 0)
W (B101,B
[1]
can; 0) S000101 ,S
010
101 S
100
101 ,S
110
101 Wˆ (B101,B
[1]
can; 1)
W (B110,B
[1]
can; 0) S000110 ,S
110
110 S
011
110 ,S
101
110 Wˆ (B110,B
[1]
can; 1)
W (B110,B
[1]
can; 1) S001110 ,S
111
110 S
010
110 ,S
100
110 Wˆ (B110,B
[1]
can; 0)
W (B111,B
[1]
can; 1) S011111 ,S
101
111 S
010
111 ,S
100
111 Wˆ (B111,B
[1]
can; 0)
W (B111,B
[1]
can; 0) S000111 ,S
110
111 S
001
111 ,S
111
111 Wˆ (B111,B
[1]
can; 1)
Fig. C.5. The co-quotient algebra of rank one given by the coset B
[1,1]
can = C[0] −B
[1]
can.
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CIII
S000000 , S
001
000 , S
010
000 , S
011
000 , S
100
100 , S
101
100 , S
110
100 , S
111
100
W (Bˆ100,100) S
000
100 , S
001
100 , S
010
100 , S
011
100 S
100
000 , S
101
000 , S
110
000 , S
111
000 Wˆ (Bˆ100,100)
W (Bˆ001,100) S
000
001 , S
010
001 , S
100
101 , S
110
101 S
001
001 , S
011
001 , S
101
101 , S
111
101 Wˆ (Bˆ001,100)
W (Bˆ101,100) S
101
001 , S
111
001 , S
000
101 , S
010
101 S
100
001 , S
110
001 , S
001
101 , S
011
101 Wˆ (Bˆ101,100)
W (Bˆ010,100) S
000
010 , S
001
010 , S
100
110 , S
101
110 S
010
010 , S
011
010 , S
110
110 , S
111
110 Wˆ (Bˆ010,100)
W (Bˆ110,100) S
110
010 , S
111
010 , S
000
110 , S
001
110 S
100
010 , S
101
010 , S
010
110 , S
011
110 Wˆ (Bˆ110,100)
W (Bˆ011,100) S
000
011 , S
011
011 , S
100
111 , S
111
111 S
001
011 , S
010
011 , S
101
111 , S
110
111 Wˆ (Bˆ011,100)
W (Bˆ111,100) S
101
011 , S
110
011 , S
000
111 , S
011
111 S
100
011 , S
111
011 , S
001
111 , S
010
111 Wˆ (Bˆ111,100)
Bˆ001,100 = { S
000
000 ,S
010
000 ,S
100
100 ,S
110
100 }, Bˆ100,100 = { S
000
000 ,S
001
000 ,S
010
000 ,S
011
000 },
Bˆ010,100 = { S
000
000 ,S
001
000 ,S
100
100 ,S
101
100 }, Bˆ101,100 = { S
000
000 ,S
010
000 ,S
101
100 ,S
111
100 },
Bˆ011,100 = { S
000
000 ,S
011
000 ,S
100
100 ,S
111
100 }, Bˆ110,100 = { S
000
000 ,S
001
000 ,S
110
100 ,S
111
100 },
Bˆ111,100 = { S
000
000 ,S
011
000 ,S
101
100 ,S
110
100 }.
Fig. C.6. The quotient algebra of rank zero given by a Cartan subalgebra CIII ⊂ su(8).
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Bˆ
[1]
intr
S000000 ,S
001
000 ,S
010
000 ,S
011
000
Bˆ
[1,1]
intr = CIII − Bˆ
[1]
intr S
100
100 ,S
101
100 ,S
110
100 ,S
111
100 {0}
W (Bˆ100,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
100 ,S
001
100 ,S
010
100 ,S
011
100 {0} Wˆ (Bˆ100,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0)
W (Bˆ100,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1) {0} S
100
000 ,S
101
000 ,S
110
000 ,S
111
000 Wˆ (Bˆ100,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1)
W (Bˆ001,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
001 ,S
010
001 S
001
001 ,S
011
001 Wˆ (Bˆ001,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0)
W (Bˆ001,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1) S
100
101 ,S
110
101 S
101
101 ,S
111
101 Wˆ (Bˆ001,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1)
W (Bˆ101,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
101 ,S
010
101 S
001
101 ,S
011
101 Wˆ (Bˆ101,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0)
W (Bˆ101,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1) S
101
001 ,S
111
001 S
100
001 ,S
110
001 Wˆ (Bˆ101,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1)
W (Bˆ010,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
010 ,S
001
010 S
010
010 ,S
011
010 Wˆ (Bˆ010,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0)
W (Bˆ010,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1) S
100
110 ,S
101
110 S
110
110 ,S
111
110 Wˆ (Bˆ010,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1)
W (Bˆ110,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
110 ,S
001
110 S
010
110 ,S
011
110 Wˆ (Bˆ110,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0)
W (Bˆ110,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1) S
110
010 ,S
111
010 S
100
010 ,S
101
010 Wˆ (Bˆ110,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1)
W (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
011 ,S
011
011 S
001
011 ,S
010
011 Wˆ (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0)
W (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1) S
101
111 ,S
110
111 S
100
111 ,S
111
111 Wˆ (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1)
W (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
111 ,S
011
111 S
001
111 ,S
010
111 Wˆ (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0)
W (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1) S
101
011 ,S
110
011 S
100
011 ,S
111
011 Wˆ (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1)
Fig. C.7. The quotient algebra of rank one given by a maximal bi-subalgebra Bˆ
[1]
intr = Bˆ
[1,0]
intr =
Bˆ100,100 ⊂ CIII ⊂ su(8).
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Bˆ
[1,1]
intr
S100100 ,S
101
100 ,S
110
100 ,S
111
100
Bˆ
[1]
intr S
000
000 ,S
001
000 ,S
010
000 ,S
011
000 {0}
W (Bˆ100,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
100 ,S
001
100 ,S
010
100 ,S
011
100 S
100
000 ,S
101
000 ,S
110
000 ,S
111
000 Wˆ (Bˆ100,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1)
W (Bˆ100,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1) {0} {0} Wˆ (Bˆ100,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0)
W (Bˆ001,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
001 ,S
010
001 S
101
101 ,S
111
101 Wˆ (Bˆ001,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1)
W (Bˆ001,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1) S
100
101 ,S
110
101 S
001
001 ,S
011
001 Wˆ (Bˆ001,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0)
W (Bˆ101,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1) S
101
001 ,S
111
001 S
001
101 ,S
011
101 Wˆ (Bˆ101,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0)
W (Bˆ101,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
101 ,S
010
101 S
100
001 ,S
110
001 Wˆ (Bˆ101,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1)
W (Bˆ010,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
010 ,S
001
010 S
110
110 ,S
111
110 Wˆ (Bˆ010,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1)
W (Bˆ010,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1) S
100
110 ,S
101
110 S
010
010 ,S
011
010 Wˆ (Bˆ010,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0)
W (Bˆ110,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1) S
110
010 ,S
111
010 S
010
110 ,S
011
110 Wˆ (Bˆ110,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0)
W (Bˆ110,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
110 ,S
001
110 S
100
010 ,S
101
010 Wˆ (Bˆ110,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1)
W (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
011 ,S
011
011 S
100
111 ,S
111
111 Wˆ (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1)
W (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1) S
101
111 ,S
110
111 S
001
011 ,S
010
011 Wˆ (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0)
W (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1) S
101
011 ,S
110
011 S
001
111 ,S
010
111 Wˆ (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0)
W (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0) S
000
111 ,S
011
111 S
100
011 ,S
111
011 Wˆ (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1)
Fig. C.8. The intrinsic co-quotient algebra of rank one given by the intrinsic center subalgebra
Bˆ
[1,1]
intr = CIII − Bˆ
[1]
intr ⊂ su(8).
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C
S000000 , S
001
000 , S
010
010 , S
011
010 , S
100
100 , S
101
100 , S
110
110 , S
111
110
W (B1) S
100
000 , S
101
000 , S
110
010 , S
111
010 S
000
100 , S
001
100 , S
010
110 , S
011
110 Wˆ (B1)
W (B2) S
010
000 , S
011
000 , S
110
100 , S
111
100 S
000
010 , S
001
010 , S
100
110 , S
101
110 Wˆ (B2)
W (B3) S
110
000 , S
111
000 , S
000
110 , S
001
110 S
100
010 , S
101
010 , S
010
100 , S
011
100 Wˆ (B3)
W (B4) S
000
001 , S
010
011 , S
100
101 , S
110
111 S
001
001 , S
011
011 , S
101
101 , S
111
111 Wˆ (B4)
W (B5) S
100
001 , S
110
011 , S
001
101 , S
011
111 S
101
001 , S
111
011 , S
000
101 , S
010
111 Wˆ (B5)
W (B6) S
010
001 , S
001
011 , S
110
101 , S
101
111 S
011
001 , S
000
011 , S
111
101 , S
100
111 Wˆ (B6)
W (B7) S
110
001 , S
101
011 , S
011
101 , S
000
111 S
111
001 , S
100
011 , S
010
101 , S
001
111 Wˆ (B7)
B1 = { S
000
000 ,S
001
000 ,S
010
010 ,S
011
010 }, B4 = { S
000
000 ,S
010
010 ,S
100
100 ,S
110
110 },
B2 = { S
000
000 ,S
001
000 ,S
100
100 ,S
101
100 }, B5 = { S
000
000 ,S
010
010 ,S
101
100 ,S
111
110 },
B3 = { S
000
000 ,S
001
000 ,S
110
110 ,S
101
110 }, B6 = { S
000
000 ,S
011
010 ,S
100
100 ,S
111
110 },
B7 = { S
000
000 ,S
011
010 ,S
101
100 ,S
110
110 }.
Fig. C.9. A quotient algebra of rank one given by a Cartan subalgebra C ⊂ su(8).
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B[1]
S000000 ,S
001
000 ,S
010
010 ,S
011
010
B[1,1] = C−B[1] S100100 ,S
101
100 ,S
110
110 ,S
111
110 {0}
W (B1,B
[1]; 0) S100000 ,S
101
000 ,S
110
010 S
111
010 {0} Wˆ (B1,B
[1]; 0)
W (B1,B
[1]; 1) {0} S000100 ,S
001
100 ,S
010
110 ,S
011
110 Wˆ (B1,B
[1]; 1)
W (B2,B
[1]; 0) S010000 ,S
011
000 S
000
010 ,S
001
010 Wˆ (B2,B
[1]; 0)
W (B2,B
[1]; 1) S110100 ,S
111
100 S
100
110 ,S
101
110 Wˆ (B2,B
[1]; 1)
W (B3,B
[1]; 0) S110000 ,S
111
000 S
100
010 ,S
101
010 Wˆ (B3,B
[1]; 0)
W (B3,B
[1]; 1) S001110 ,S
011
110 S
001
100 ,S
010
100 Wˆ (B3,B
[1]; 1)
W (B4,B
[1]; 0) S000001 ,S
010
011 S
001
001 ,S
011
011 Wˆ (B4,B
[1]; 0)
W (B4,B
[1]; 1) S100101 ,S
110
111 S
101
101 ,S
111
111 Wˆ (B4,B
[1]; 1)
W (B5,B
[1]; 0) S100001 ,S
110
011 S
101
001 ,S
111
011 Wˆ (B5,B
[1]; 0)
W (B5,B
[1]; 1) S001101 ,S
011
111 S
000
101 ,S
010
111 Wˆ (B5,B
[1]; 1)
W (B6,B
[1]; 0) S010001 ,S
001
011 S
011
001 ,S
000
011 Wˆ (B6,B
[1]; 0)
W (B6,B
[1]; 1) S110101 ,S
101
111 S
111
101 ,S
100
111 Wˆ (B6,B
[1]; 1)
W (B7,B
[1]; 0) S110001 ,S
101
011 S
111
001 ,S
100
011 Wˆ (B7,B
[1]; 0)
W (B7,B
[1]; 1) S011101 ,S
000
111 S
010
101 ,S
001
111 Wˆ (B7,B
[1]; 1)
Fig. C.10. A quotient algebra of rank one given by a maximal bi-subalgebra B[1] = B[1,0] = B1 ⊂
C ⊂ su(8).
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B[1,1]
S100100 ,S
101
100 ,S
110
110 ,S
111
110
B[1] S000000 ,S
001
000 ,S
010
010 ,S
011
010 {0}
W (B1,B
[1]; 0) S100000 ,S
101
000 ,S
110
010 S
111
010 S
000
100 ,S
001
100 ,S
010
110 ,S
011
110 Wˆ (B1,B
[1]; 1)
W (B1,B
[1]; 1) {0} {0} Wˆ (B1,B
[1]; 0)
W (B2,B
[1]; 0) S010000 ,S
011
000 S
100
110 ,S
101
110 Wˆ (B2,B
[1]; 1)
W (B2,B
[1]; 1) S110100 ,S
111
100 S
000
010 ,S
001
010 Wˆ (B2,B
[1]; 0)
W (B3,B
[1]; 1) S001110 ,S
011
110 S
100
010 ,S
101
010 Wˆ (B3,B
[1]; 0)
W (B3,B
[1]; 0) S110000 ,S
111
000 S
001
100 ,S
010
100 Wˆ (B3,B
[1]; 1)
W (B4,B
[1]; 0) S000001 ,S
010
011 S
101
101 ,S
111
111 Wˆ (B4,B
[1]; 1)
W (B4,B
[1]; 1) S100101 ,S
110
111 S
001
001 ,S
011
011 Wˆ (B4,B
[1]; 0)
W (B5,B
[1]; 1) S001101 ,S
011
111 S
101
001 ,S
111
011 Wˆ (B5,B
[1]; 0)
W (B5,B
[1]; 0) S100001 ,S
110
011 S
000
101 ,S
010
111 Wˆ (B5,B
[1]; 1)
W (B6,B
[1]; 0) S010001 ,S
001
011 S
111
101 ,S
100
111 Wˆ (B6,B
[1]; 1)
W (B6,B
[1]; 1) S110101 ,S
101
111 S
011
001 ,S
000
011 Wˆ (B6,B
[1]; 0)
W (B7,B
[1]; 1) S011101 ,S
000
111 S
111
001 ,S
100
011 Wˆ (B7,B
[1]; 0)
W (B7,B
[1]; 0) S110001 ,S
101
011 S
010
101 ,S
001
111 Wˆ (B7,B
[1]; 1)
Fig. C.11. A co-quotient algebra of rank one given by the coset B[1,1] = C−B[1] ⊂ su(8).
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Appendix D Tables of Co-Quotient Algebras with λ-generators
Wˆ (B100)
λˆ15, λˆ26, λˆ37, λˆ48
C[0] λ15, λ26, λ37, λ48 W (B100)
Wˆ (B101) λˆ16, λˆ25, λˆ38, λˆ47 λˆ12, λˆ34, λˆ56, λˆ78 Wˆ (B001)
W (B001) λ12, λ34, λ56, λ78 λ16, λ25, λ38, λ47 W (B101)
Wˆ (B110) λˆ17, λˆ28, λˆ35, λˆ46 λˆ13, λˆ24, λˆ57, λˆ68 Wˆ (B010)
W (B010) λ13, λ24, λ57, λ68 λ17, λ28, λ35, λ46 W (B110)
Wˆ (B111) λˆ18, λˆ27, λˆ36, λˆ45 λˆ14, λˆ23, λˆ58, λˆ67 Wˆ (B011)
W (B011) λ14, λ23, λ58, λ67 λ18, λ27, λ36, λ45 W (B111)
Fig. D.1. The intrinsic merged co-quotient algebra of su(8) with generators in the λ-representation;
here C[0] is the intrinsic Cartan subalgebra consisting of all diagonal generators in su(8).
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Wˆ (B100; 0)
λˆ15, λˆ26, λˆ37
C[0] λ15, λ26, λ37 W (B100; 0)
Wˆ (B101; 0) λˆ16, λˆ25, λˆ38 λˆ12, λˆ56, λˆ78 Wˆ (B001; 0)
W (B001; 0) λ12, λ56, λ78 λ16, λ25, λ38 W (B101; 0)
Wˆ (B110; 0) λˆ17, λˆ28, λˆ35 λˆ13, λˆ57, λˆ68 Wˆ (B010; 0)
W (B010; 0) λ13, λ57, λ68 λ17, λ28, λ35 W (B110; 0)
Wˆ (B111; 0) λˆ18, λˆ27, λˆ36 λˆ23, λˆ58, λˆ67 Wˆ (B011; 0)
W (B011; 0) λ23, λ58, λ67 λ18, λ27, λ36 W (B111; 0)
Wˆ (B100; 1) λˆ48 {0}
{0} λ48 W (B100; 1)
Wˆ (B101; 1) λˆ47 λˆ34 Wˆ (B001; 1)
W (B001; 1) λ34 λ47 W (B101; 1)
Wˆ (B110; 1) λˆ46 λˆ24 Wˆ (B010; 1)
W (B010; 1) λ24 λ46 W (B110; 1)
Wˆ (B111; 1) λˆ45 λˆ14 Wˆ (B011; 1)
W (B011; 1) λ14 λ45 W (B111; 1)
Fig. D.2. A co-quotient algebra of su(8), in the λ-representation, given by a center subalgebra
consisting of three generators.
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Wˆ (B100; 0)
λˆ15, λˆ26
C[0] λ15, λ26 W (B100; 0)
Wˆ (B101; 0) λˆ16, λˆ25 λˆ12, λˆ34, λˆ56, λˆ78 Wˆ (B001; 0)
W (B001; 0) λ12, λ34, λ56, λ78 λ16, λ25 W (B101; 0)
Wˆ (B110; 0) λˆ17, λˆ28 λˆ57, λˆ68 Wˆ (B010; 0)
W (B010; 0) λ57, λ68 λ17, λ28 W (B110; 0)
Wˆ (B111; 0) λˆ18, λˆ27 λˆ58, λˆ67 Wˆ (B011; 0)
W (B011; 0) λ58, λ67 λ18, λ27 W (B111; 0)
Wˆ (B100; 1) λˆ37, λˆ48 {0}
{0} λ37, λ48 W (B100; 1)
Wˆ (B101; 1) λˆ38, λˆ47 {0} Wˆ (B001; 1)
W (B001; 1) {0} λ38, λ47 W (B101; 1)
Wˆ (B110; 1) λˆ35, λˆ46 λˆ13, λˆ24 Wˆ (B010; 1)
W (B010; 1) λ13, λ24 λ35, λ46 W (B110; 1)
Wˆ (B111; 1) λˆ36, λˆ45 λˆ14, λˆ23 Wˆ (B011; 1)
W (B011; 1) λ14, λ23 λ36, λ45 W (B111; 1)
Fig. D.3. A co-quotient algebra of su(8) given by a center subalgebra of two generators.
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Wˆ (B100; 0)
λˆ15
C[0] λ15 W (B100; 0)
Wˆ (B101; 0) λˆ16 λˆ34, λˆ56, λˆ78 Wˆ (B001; 0)
W (B001; 0) λ34, λ56, λ78 λ16 W (B101; 0)
Wˆ (B110; 0) λˆ17 λˆ24, λˆ57, λˆ68 Wˆ (B010; 0)
W (B010; 0) λ24, λ57, λ68 λ17 W (B110; 0)
Wˆ (B111; 0) λˆ18 λˆ23, λˆ58, λˆ67 Wˆ (B011; 0)
W (B011; 0) λ23, λ58, λ67 λ18 W (B111; 0)
Wˆ (B100; 1) λˆ26, λˆ37, λˆ48 {0}
{0} λ26, λ37, λ48 W (B100; 1)
Wˆ (B101; 1) λˆ25, λˆ38, λˆ47 λˆ12 Wˆ (B001; 1)
W (B001; 1) λ12, λ25, λ38, λ47 W (B101; 1)
Wˆ (B110; 1) λˆ28, λˆ35, λˆ46 λˆ13 Wˆ (B010; 1)
W (B010; 1) λ13 λ28, λ35, λ46 W (B110; 1)
Wˆ (B111; 1) λˆ27, λˆ36, λˆ45 λˆ14 Wˆ (B011; 1)
W (B011; 1) λ14 λ27, λ36, λ45 W (B111; 1)
Fig. D.4. A co-quotient algebra of su(8) given by a center subalgebra of only one generator.
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Appendix E Tables of Cartan decompositions
(a)
tˆ II =
{B
[1,1]
intr ,
Wˆ (B001,B
[1]
intr ; 0), W (B001,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
Wˆ (B010,B
[1]
intr ; 0), W (B010,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
Wˆ (B011,B
[1]
intr ; 0), W (B011,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (B100,B
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B100,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (B101,B
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B101,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (B110,B
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B110,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (B111,B
[1]
intr; 0), Wˆ (B111,B
[1]
intr ; 1) }
pˆ II =
{B
[1]
intr ,
W (B001,B
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B001,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (B010,B
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B010,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (B011,B
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B011,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
Wˆ (B100,B
[1]
intr ; 0), W (B100,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
Wˆ (B101,B
[1]
intr ; 0), W (B101,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
Wˆ (B110,B
[1]
intr ; 0), W (B110,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
Wˆ (B111,B
[1]
intr ; 0), W (B111,B
[1]
intr ; 1) }
(b)
t I =
{
Wˆ (B001,B
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B001,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (B010,B
[1]
intr ; 0), W (B010,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (B011,B
[1]
intr ; 0), W (B011,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
Wˆ (B100,B
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B100,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
Wˆ (B101,B
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B101,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (B110,B
[1]
intr ; 0), W (B110,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (B111,B
[1]
intr; 0), W (B111,B
[1]
intr ; 1) }
p I =
{ C[0] = B
[1]
intr ∪B
[1,1]
intr ,
W (B001,B
[1]
intr ; 0), W (B001,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
Wˆ (B010,B
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B010,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
Wˆ (B011,B
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B011,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (B100,B
[1]
intr ; 0), W (B100,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (B101,B
[1]
intr ; 0), W (B101,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
Wˆ (B110,B
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B110,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
Wˆ (B111,B
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B111,B
[1]
intr ; 1) }
t II =
{B
[1,1]
intr ,
Wˆ (B001,B
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B001,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
Wˆ (B010,B
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B010,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
Wˆ (B011,B
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B011,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
Wˆ (B100,B
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B100,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
Wˆ (B101,B
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B101,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
Wˆ (B110,B
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B110,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
Wˆ (B111,B
[1]
intr; 0), Wˆ (B111,B
[1]
intr ; 1) }
p II =
{B
[1]
intr,
W (B001,B
[1]
intr ; 0), W (B001,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (B010,B
[1]
intr ; 0), W (B010,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (B011,B
[1]
intr ; 0), W (B011,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (B100,B
[1]
intr ; 0), W (B100,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (B101,B
[1]
intr ; 0), W (B101,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (B110,B
[1]
intr ; 0), W (B110,B
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (B111,B
[1]
intr ; 0), W (B111,B
[1]
intr ; 1) }
Fig. E.1. Three examples of Cartan decompositions determined from the intrinsic quotient algebra
of su(8) in Fig. C.2: (a) the intrinsic decomposition of type AII tˆ II ⊕ pˆ II; (b) a decomposition of
type AI and (c) a type AII.
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t I =
{W (B1,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B1,B
[1]; 1),
W (B2,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B2,B
[1]; 1),
W (B3,B
[1]; 1), Wˆ (B3,B
[1]; 0),
W (B4,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B4,B
[1]; 1),
W (B5,B
[1]; 1), Wˆ (B5,B
[1]; 0),
W (B6,B
[1]; 1), Wˆ (B6,B
[1]; 0),
W (B7,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B7,B
[1]; 1) }
p I =
{ C = B[1] ∪B[1,1],
W (B1,B
[1]; 1), Wˆ (B1,B
[1]; 0),
W (B2,B
[1]; 1), Wˆ (B2,B
[1]; 0),
W (B3,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B3,B
[1]; 1),
W (B4,B
[1]; 1), Wˆ (B4,B
[1]; 0),
W (B5,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B5,B
[1]; 1),
W (B6,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B6,B
[1]; 1),
W (B7,B
[1]; 1), Wˆ (B7,B
[1]; 0) }
t II =
{B[1,1],
W (B1,B
[1]; 0), W (B1,B
[1]; 1),
W (B2,B
[1]; 0), W (B2,B
[1]; 1),
Wˆ (B3,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B3,B
[1]; 1),
W (B4,B
[1]; 0), W (B4,B
[1]; 1),
Wˆ (B5,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B5,B
[1]; 1),
Wˆ (B6,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B6,B
[1]; 1),
W (B7,B
[1]; 0), W (B7,B
[1]; 1) }
p II =
{B[1],
Wˆ (B1,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B1,B
[1]; 1),
Wˆ (B2,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B2,B
[1]; 1),
W (B3,B
[1]; 0), W (B3,B
[1]; 1),
Wˆ (B4,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B4,B
[1]; 1),
W (B5,B
[1]; 0), W (B5,B
[1]; 1),
W (B6,B
[1]; 0), W (B6,B
[1]; 1),
Wˆ (B7,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B7,B
[1]; 1) }
Fig. E.2. Examples of a type-AI and a type-AII Cartan decompositions determined from the
quotient algebra of su(8) in Fig. C.10.
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(a)
tˆ III =
{ Bˆ
[1]
intr,
W (Bˆ001,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0), Wˆ (B001,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0),
W (Bˆ010,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0), Wˆ (B010,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0),
W (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0), Wˆ (B011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0),
W (Bˆ100,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1), Wˆ (B100,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (Bˆ101,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1), Wˆ (B101,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (Bˆ110,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1), Wˆ (B110,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (Bˆ111,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1), Wˆ (B111,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1) }
pˆ III =
{ Bˆ
[1,1]
intr ,
W (Bˆ001,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1), Wˆ (B001,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1),
W (Bˆ010,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1), Wˆ (B010,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1),
W (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1), Wˆ (B011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1),
W (Bˆ100,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B100,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0),
W (Bˆ101,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B101,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0),
W (Bˆ110,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B110,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0),
W (Bˆ111,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B111,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0) }
(b)
t I =
{W (Bˆ001,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1), Wˆ (B001,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1),
W (Bˆ010,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B010,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0),
W (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1), Wˆ (B011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1),
W (Bˆ100,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1), Wˆ (B100,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1),
W (Bˆ101,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B101,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0),
W (Bˆ110,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B110,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0),
W (Bˆ111,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B111,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0) }
p I =
{ CIII = Bˆ
[1]
intr ∪ Bˆ
[1,1]
intr ,
W (Bˆ001,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B001,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0),
W (Bˆ010,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1), Wˆ (B010,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1),
W (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0),
W (Bˆ100,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B100,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0),
W (Bˆ101,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1), Wˆ (B101,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1),
W (Bˆ110,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1), Wˆ (B110,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1),
W (Bˆ111,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1), Wˆ (B111,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1) }
t III =
{ Bˆ
[1]
intr,
W (Bˆ001,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0), Wˆ (B001,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0),
W (Bˆ010,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1), Wˆ (B010,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1), Wˆ (B011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (Bˆ100,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0), Wˆ (B100,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0),
W (Bˆ101,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0), Wˆ (B101,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0),
W (Bˆ110,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1), Wˆ (B110,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1),
W (Bˆ111,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1), Wˆ (B111,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1) }
p III =
{ Bˆ
[1,1]
intr ,
W (Bˆ001,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1), Wˆ (B001,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1),
W (Bˆ010,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B010,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0),
W (Bˆ011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B011,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0),
W (Bˆ100,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1), Wˆ (B100,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1),
W (Bˆ101,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 1), Wˆ (B101,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 1),
W (Bˆ110,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B110,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0),
W (Bˆ111,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr ; 0), Wˆ (B111,100, Bˆ
[1]
intr; 0) }
Fig. E.3. Three examples of Cartan decompositions determined from the intrinsic co-quotient
algebra of su(8) in Fig. C.8: (a) the intrinsic decomposition of type AIII tˆ III ⊕ pˆ III; (b) a type
AI and a type AIII.
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t I =
{ Wˆ (B1,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B1,B
[1]; 0),
Wˆ (B2,B
[1]; 1), Wˆ (B2,B
[1]; 1),
Wˆ (B3,B
[1]; 1), Wˆ (B3,B
[1]; 1),
W (B4,B
[1]; 1), W (B4,B
[1]; 1),
W (B5,B
[1]; 1), W (B5,B
[1]; 1),
W (B6,B
[1]; 0), W (B6,B
[1]; 0),
W (B7,B
[1]; 0), W (B7,B
[1]; 0) }
p I =
{ C = B[1] ∪B[1,1],
W (B1,B
[1]; 1), W (B1,B
[1]; 1),
W (B2,B
[1]; 0), W (B2,B
[1]; 0),
W (B3,B
[1]; 0), W (B3,B
[1]; 0),
Wˆ (B4,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B4,B
[1]; 0),
Wˆ (B5,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B5,B
[1]; 0),
Wˆ (B6,B
[1]; 1), Wˆ (B6,B
[1]; 1),
Wˆ (B7,B
[1]; 1), Wˆ (B7,B
[1]; 1) }
t III =
{B[1],
W (B1,B
[1]; 1), Wˆ (B1,B
[1]; 1),
W (B2,B
[1]; 1), Wˆ (B2,B
[1]; 1),
W (B3,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B3,B
[1]; 0),
W (B4,B
[1]; 1), Wˆ (B4,B
[1]; 1),
W (B5,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B5,B
[1]; 0),
W (B6,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B6,B
[1]; 0),
W (B7,B
[1]; 1), Wˆ (B7,B
[1]; 1) }
p III =
{B[1,1],
W (B1,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B1,B
[1]; 0),
W (B2,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B2,B
[1]; 0),
W (B3,B
[1]; 1), Wˆ (B3,B
[1]; 1),
W (B4,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B4,B
[1]; 0),
W (B5,B
[1]; 1), Wˆ (B5,B
[1]; 1),
W (B6,B
[1]; 1), Wˆ (B6,B
[1]; 1),
W (B7,B
[1]; 0), Wˆ (B7,B
[1]; 0) }
Fig. E.4. Examples of a type-AI and a type-AIII Cartan decompositions determined from the
co-quotient algebra of su(8) in Fig. C.11.
tˆ III = { C[0], W (B001; 0), Wˆ (B001; 0),
W (B010; 0), Wˆ (B010; 0),
W (B011; 0), Wˆ (B011; 0),
W (B100; 1), Wˆ (B100; 1),
W (B101; 1), Wˆ (B101; 1),
W (B110; 1), Wˆ (B110; 1),
W (B111; 1), Wˆ (B111; 1) }
= {C[0], λ12, λ34, λ56, λˆ12, λˆ34, λˆ56,
λ13, λ24, λ68, λˆ13, λˆ24, λˆ68,
λ14, λ23, λ58, λˆ14, λˆ23, λˆ58,
λ47, λˆ47,
λ37, λˆ37,
λ27, λˆ27,
λ17, λˆ17}
pˆ III = { W (B001; 1), Wˆ (B001; 1),
W (B010; 1), Wˆ (B010; 1),
W (B011; 1), Wˆ (B011; 1),
W (B100; 0), Wˆ (B100; 0),
W (B101; 0), Wˆ (B101; 0),
W (B110; 0), Wˆ (B110; 0),
W (B111; 0), Wˆ (B111; 0)}
= { λ78, λˆ78,
λ57, λˆ57,
λ67, λˆ67,
λ16, λ25, λ38, λˆ16, λˆ25, λˆ38,
λ26, λ15, λ48, λˆ26, λˆ15, λˆ48,
λ36, λ45, λ18, λˆ36, λˆ45, λˆ18,
λ46, λ35, λ28, λˆ46, λˆ35, λˆ28}
Fig. E.5. The intrinsic Cartan decomposition of type AIII tˆ III⊕ pˆ III for su(5+3) determined from
the co-quotient algebra of su(8) in Fig. D.2, and the version written in the permuted λ-generators.
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(a)
tˆ III = { C[0], W (B001; 0), Wˆ (B001; 0),
W (B010; 0), Wˆ (B010; 0),
W (B011; 0), Wˆ (B011; 0),
W (B100; 1), Wˆ (B100; 1),
W (B101; 1), Wˆ (B101; 1),
W (B110; 1), Wˆ (B110; 1),
W (B111; 1), Wˆ (B111; 1) }
= { C[0], λ12, λ34, λ56, λ78,
λˆ12, λˆ34, λˆ56, λˆ78,
λ13, λ24, λˆ13, λˆ24,
λ14, λ23, λˆ14, λˆ23,
λ35, λ46, λˆ35, λˆ46,
λ36, λ45, λˆ36, λˆ45,
λ15, λ26, λˆ15, λˆ26,
λ16, λ25, λˆ16, λˆ25, }
pˆ III = { W (B001; 1), Wˆ (B001; 1),
W (B010; 1), Wˆ (B010; 1),
W (B011; 1), Wˆ (B011; 1),
W (B100; 0), Wˆ (B100; 0),
W (B101; 0), Wˆ (B101; 0),
W (B110; 0), Wˆ (B110; 0),
W (B111; 0), Wˆ (B111; 0)}
= {
λ57, λ68, λˆ57, λˆ68,
λ58, λ67, λˆ58, λˆ67,
λ17, λ28, λˆ17, λˆ28,
λ18, λ27, λˆ18, λˆ27,
λ37, λ48, λˆ37, λˆ48,
λ38, λ47, λˆ38, λˆ47 }
(b)
t III = {C[0], W (B001; 1), Wˆ (B001; 1),
W (B010; 0), Wˆ (B010; 0),
W (B011; 1), Wˆ (B011; 1),
W (B100; 1), Wˆ (B100; 1),
W (B101; 0), Wˆ (B101; 0),
W (B110; 1), Wˆ (B110; 1),
W (B111; 1), Wˆ (B111; 1)}
p III = {W (B001; 0), Wˆ (B001; 0),
W (B010; 1), Wˆ (B010; 1),
W (B011; 0), Wˆ (B011; 0),
W (B100; 0), Wˆ (B100; 0),
W (B101; 1), Wˆ (B101; 1),
W (B110; 0), Wˆ (B110; 0),
W (B111; 1), Wˆ (B111; 1)}
Fig. E.6. Two examples of Cartan decompositions of type AIII determined from the co-quotient
algebra of su(8) in Fig. D.3: (a) the intrinsic decomposition tˆ III ⊕ pˆ III for su(6 + 2) and that in
the permuted λ-generators; (b) a type-AIII decomposition for su(4 + 4).
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(a)
tˆ III = { C[0], W (B001; 0), Wˆ (B001; 0),
W (B010; 0), Wˆ (B010; 0),
W (B011; 0), Wˆ (B011; 0),
W (B100; 1), Wˆ (B100; 1),
W (B101; 1), Wˆ (B101; 1),
W (B110; 1), Wˆ (B110; 1),
W (B111; 1), Wˆ (B111; 1) }
= { C[0], λ12, λ34, λ57, λˆ12, λˆ34, λˆ57,
λ13, λ24, λ56, λˆ13, λˆ24, λˆ56,
λ14, λ23, λ67, λˆ14, λˆ23, λˆ67,
λ26, λ37, λ45, λˆ26, λˆ37, λˆ45,
λ16, λ35, λ47, λˆ16, λˆ35, λˆ47,
λ17, λ25, λ46, λˆ17, λˆ25, λˆ46,
λ15, λ27, λ36, λˆ15, λˆ27, λˆ36, }
pˆ III = { W (B001; 1), Wˆ (B001; 1),
W (B010; 1), Wˆ (B010; 1),
W (B011; 1), Wˆ (B011; 1),
W (B100; 0), Wˆ (B100; 0),
W (B101; 0), Wˆ (B101; 0),
W (B110; 0), Wˆ (B110; 0),
W (B111; 0), Wˆ (B111; 0) }
= { λ68, λˆ68
λ78, λˆ78,
λ58, λˆ58,
λ18, λˆ18,
λ28, λˆ28,
λ38, λˆ38,
λ48, λˆ48 }
(b)
t III = { C[0], W (B001; 1), Wˆ (B001; 1),
W (B010; 0), Wˆ (B010; 0),
W (B011; 1), Wˆ (B011; 1),
W (B100; 1), Wˆ (B100; 1),
W (B101; 0), Wˆ (B101; 0),
W (B110; 1), Wˆ (B110; 1),
W (B111; 1), Wˆ (B111; 1) }
p III = {W (B001; 0), Wˆ (B001; 0),
W (B010; 1), Wˆ (B010; 1),
W (B011; 0), Wˆ (B011; 0),
W (B100; 0), Wˆ (B100; 0),
W (B101; 1), Wˆ (B101; 1),
W (B110; 0), Wˆ (B110; 0),
W (B111; 1), Wˆ (B111; 1) }
Fig. E.7. Two examples of Cartan decompositions of type AIII determined from the co-quotient
algebra of su(8) in Fig. D.4: (a) the intrinsic decomposition tˆ III ⊕ pˆ III for su(7 + 1) and that in
the permuted λ-generators; (b) a type-AIII decomposition for su(5 + 3).
